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ROY MAJORS LEADS a cheer at one of
the Tiger's basketball games. The Tigers
have recently defeated two highly acclaimed teams, including the second ranked University of North Carolina Tar Heels.
See page 24 for details.
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Campus security changes proposed
By Jim Vaughan
News Writer
Student Body President Mike Ozburn
presented a comprehensive proposal to
improve campus security as part of his
legislative packet at the Student Senate
meeting Monday night.
The five-part security plan was one of
five items Ozburn gave for Senate consideration. It is the second packet the student president has presented this
academic year.
Ozburn explained the packet was small,
hoping that more intense consideration
could be given it than a larger one. "We're
not here to play politics, but we're here to
improve the school," he said.
First, Ozburn recommended that a new
weekend breakfast schedule be looked into
at Schilletter Dining Hall. Second, he called for an investigation of the need for a

one-meal-per-day board plan which would
be especially useful for commuting
students.
Ozburn's third item calls for consideration of the parking situation during basketball games and the development of a parking lot on the grassy north side of Littlejohn Coliseum so students would not have
to move their cars so often. He also called
for better campus parking and recommended that Bowman Field's perimeter
be used as a parking lot.
Fourth, Ozburn asked for a revamping
of the parking fine system by abolishing
the present system and making all tickets
$2.00 with a limit of five per semester or
four during summer sessions. After this
the student's decal would be suspended for
the remainder of the term. The student
could re-register his car the next
semester. Ozburn justified the limit of five
by citing the fact that the average student

gets less than three tickets per semester.
Fifth, and most important, according to
Ozburn, is his resolution calling for security improvements. He said, "I think the
Senate will go along with me on resolutions; the reasons for these are that the
numerous reports of violent attacks, attempted rapes, and other types of perverse
acts are entirely false, and I believe that a
need exists to upgrade student awareness
of this and to provide a better sense of
security among the students." The resolution is divided into five parts:
(1) Senate support of the establishment
of a University Security Committee to
discuss in a confidential manner any
reports of criminal activities and to take
appropriate action. The committee would
include the vice president of student affairs, the editor of The Tiger, and the stu(Continued on page 2)
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Ozburn's plan draws favorable reactions
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By Susie Pringle
News Writer
The reactions of members of the administration to Student Body President
Mike Ozburn's campus security proposal
seem to be favorable.
"We like innovative thinkers, and Mike's
proposal shows innovative thinking,"
stated Adm. Joseph B. McDevitt, University Legal Advisor. "Any reasonable proposal to enhance security on campus will
be accepted," he added.
The proposal, which was presented to
the Student Senate Monday night, consists
of five parts. The first of these calls for a
committee, consisting of the student body
president, the editor of The Tiger, and
other representatives, to communicate in-

formation about possible criminal conduct
on campus. McDevitt termed the committee "a good idea," but felt that representatives from the administration would aid
in producing the broadest communication
possible.
Security Chief Jack Weeden, however,
said he feels the Campus Security and
Lighting committee already fulfills this
need for communication. The committee
has nine members including five students
and four administrators. Campus walks to
check the effectiveness of lighting and a
recent memorandum on precautions to
take for personal and property protection
are examples of the committee's activities. Many of Ozburn's proposals have
already been discussed by this committee,
according to Weeden.

The proposal also calls for a series of
well-lighted walkways on campus to provide enough light to produce a sense of
"walking in the daylight." Weeden called
the idea a probable waste of energy
because such lighting would "make the
darkness darker when the person steps out
of the bright light." According to Weeden,
"We have well-lighted walkways as
prescribed by the Superintendent of
Energy and Resources."
Ozburn proposes a series of security
phones to be placed in campus parking lots
as well. Both McDevitt and Weeden
pointed to vandalism as a hindrance to the
effectiveness of this idea. Weeden also
cited false alarms (over 400 false alarms
(Continued on page 2)
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Security:

(Continued from page 1)

dent body president.
Ozburn said, "I think this committee
would satisfy the students because it would
cover all types of improper conduct and I
would know the situation on campus. Now,
we just don't know. In essence, we would
become the 'security pulse' of the school.
Verified reports from this committee
would kill any false rumors, and students
would feel more inclined to report any
wrongdoing."
(2) Senate support of the establishment
of short courses in rape prevention and
self-defense offered conjunctively by the
Student Union and student government.
Ozburn stated, "Rapes seem to be a dominant feature of conversation, but actually
we don't really know; we have to fight this
in people's minds." He added, "This would
give girls a better sense of security on
campus."
He also made note of a meeting with the
Anderson Mental Health Clinic on Feb. 8 to
discuss setting up these steps. Anyone interested in this may contact the student
government offices and attend the
meeting.
(3) The construction of "safety walks"
with high-intensity lighting leading from:
A. Schilletter Dining Hall, past the
library and Sirrine Hall.
B. Bryan Mall, past Long Hall, Martin
Hall, and Brackett Hall, to Godfrey Hall
andA-section.
C. South Palmetto Boulevard at Lever
Hall to the R-l parking lot.
"The almost daylight effect of this
lighting is very effective in deterring any
possible crime and giving the student a
sense of safety, thus making it one of the
most important resolutions."

(4) The investigation of the possibility of
installing some kind of emergency equipment such as "safety phones" in the parking lots.
"Once lifted, the receivers of these
phones would immediately make contact
with the police, light up brightly, and issue
a noise to further deter any possible wrong
doing," said Ozburn. He estimated the cost
at $100 each but believes that the funds are
available from the administration.
(5) An investigation by student government into the possibility of an innercampus shuttle operated in conjunction
with the present shuttle. This shuttle would
be run for a two-week trial period in the
spring in order for its feasibility to be
evaluated.
Run by Inter-Fraternity Council
volunteers, the service would have
minimal costs. Ozburn further explained,
"This idea is not new, but before it didn't
get off the ground because of the cost. The
15 to 20 minute route would include
downtown, Lee Hall, and other places frequently visited. We believe that spring is
the best time to try out the system because
more students will be inclined to use it."
In other Senate business, a resolution
was approved on voice vote to insure that
the number of occupants of present permanent dormitory rooms not be increased.
This resolution did not apply to any temporary rooms or any room not originally
intended for dormitory space.
Senate President Todd Lankford said,
"The administration wants to increase the
number of occupancies in order to have
space for on-campus students, but we're
calling for a hold."
Another approved resolution calls for

equal pay for resident assistants. The
resolution concerns more "equitable pay"
between resident assistants in Johnstone
B,C,D,E, and F Sections, who make $195
per month, and the assistants in A-section,
who make $66 per month.
Steve Wright, vice president of the student body, explained, "The imbalance was
the result of the fact that the male resident
assistants in Johnstone have more people
to take care of on their halls. Later, it was
decided that monitor was not needed, so
the resident assistant's pay reflected the
duties of two."
In other business, a resolution asking for

Reaction

retroactive arbitrary limits on the costs of
temporary housing was still tabled in committee, but some debate followed the
report. Lankford commented, "The planned 500-bed dormitory for next year should
take care of any housing problems, and
Manning Lomax, director of housir
would laugh this proposal out of his office."
Another resolution tabled in committee
was one calling for special elections of offcampus senators, the committee deemed
it unnecessary because it would not improve the present situation.

(Continued from page 1)

are pulled every year) as a point against
such a telephone system.
A nightly campus shuttle bus was also
proposed by Ozburn. Weeden and
McDevitt commented favorably on this
idea, however, Weeden said the incontinuity of student service could present some
difficulty in maintaining such a shuttle
system.
McDevitt and Weeden said the proposal
for a series of short courses and seminars
concerning self-defense and rapeprevention is a fine idea, but foresaw a
possible lack of student participation "I
really don't think that I would try to use
self-defense or weapons if I were a
woman," added Weeden. "Your best bet is
the use of a loud whistle to call for help or
scare the offender away."
"Mike's plan is very responsibly thought
out and indicative of the way he operates,"

said McDevitt. Both he and Weeden applauded Ozburn's wish to change the basic
atmosphere of security, pointing out the
low incidence crime at Clemson as a
positive factor. "We have had only four
rapes here in eighteen years' and three of
them were solved," explained Weeden.
"The criminals received sentences of
150 years in prison," he added.
Even though both administrators feel
that Clemson is in a low crime rate area
and has a good law enforcement division,
Weeden stated, "We must stay alert to
ever-present dangers," The security chief
has drawn up a security reorganization
plan concerning what Clemson will need in
the future to present to Melvin Barnette,
Vice-President of Business and Finance.
"We can gradually improve on all areas of
security," concluded Weeden.

THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONCERT SERIES INVITES YOU
TO A MADCAP EVENING OF MUSICAL LUNACY, WITH
PROFESSOR PETER SCHICKELE AHD THE SEMI-PRO
MUSICA ANTIGUA

THE INTIMATE
P.D.Q.BACH
(1807-1742?)
Featuring an illustrated lecture on the Life and Times of the "only
forgotten son" of Johann Sebastian Bach, and concluding with a full
performance of the opera "Hansel and Gretal and Ted and
Alice—An Opera in One Unnatural Act"

CLEMSON STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE ON
PRESENTATION OF VALID ACTIVITY CARD. Others
present season ticket, or Individual tickets on sale at
Gate 5 (Adults $3; Children or Clemson student dates $1)
Would you buy a used
Symphony from this man?

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6,1979- 8:00 P.M.-UTTLEJOHN COLISEUM
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Parking tickets to be voided
confusion, Student Body President Mike
Ozburn said.
"STRB should make a policy decision
and say it will void the tickets, issued to
cars parked on grass when students
haven't been notified by media — Tiger,
WSBF and clear, legi ble signs."
Ozburn said that university parking
"problems" like like this one force the
review board to void about 75 per .cent of
all tickets appealed, about 7.5 per cent of
all tickets.
"The issue is more than cardboard
signs, or parking tickets — but the whole
way in which students are informed," he
said. "If they change faculty parking on
campus, they don't do it this way."
Dean Coakley said it was "unfortunate"
that the decision to close the lot this week
had not been made earlier. All three
games have been scheduled at Littlejohn
Coliseum for months.
Chief of Police Jack Weeden, reached
late Wednesday, said the cardboard signs
"aren't the best," but were the best that
could be made in less than a day. Weeden
said he contacted Central Services, but
that it was unable to print signs in such a
short time."
"It worked fine," he said. "Around here
it is not what you do; it's what works that
matters."

By Steve Matthews
Editor in Chief
A sudden move by the Traffic Office in
closing two parking lots was not properly
announced, and student government officials say many parking tickets will likely
be voided as a result.
Last Thursday, the Traffic and Parking
Committee recommended that the R-4
resident parking lot behind the stadium be
closed since Clemson plays three home
basketball games this week, and cars
would have to be towed to accommodate
parking for the games.
Games were played Tuesday and Thursday nights, and the Clemson-South
Carolina game is scheduled for Saturday
night.
Parking lots on A-Street extension and
Press Road and at the old Rugby Field
were opened for students, but the only
notice of this was small, cardboard signs
that Associate Dean of Students George
Coakley conceded "aren't legible."
Assistant Dean of Student Traffic Affairs John W. Pace said that numerous
tickets have been given this week at the R2 resident parking lot for cars parked on
grass near the full lot.
Student Traffic Review Board will likely
void tickets given at this lot because of the

MANY PARKING TICKETS were issued as a result of the last-minute closing of a resident parking area. A spokesman for student government said that these tickets will be voided.

Are Your Parents Complaining Because You
Don't Write Enough? Keep Them Happy.
Send Them The Tiger.

students count!
FITST BaPTlST CHUTCH
Hear...
Ex-Moonie

CHRIS ELKINS

• Member of Unification Church for 2V2 years.
• Has testified before a Congressional Investigative Committee, Appeared on ABC's
"Close-Up," and NBC's "Weekend."
Speaks Sunday at 9:45-11:00-Church
7:00 PM-B.S.U. Center
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Nothing ventured,
nothing gained
Student Body President Mike Ozburn's campus
security proposals are good ideas. They are a needed
step forward for student participation in establishing
better security for Clemson.
Perhaps the strongest part of the proposal is Ozburn's call for a Security Committee to discuss
crimes involving anyone on campus. The committee,
as proposed, would be composed mainly of students
and administrators closely related to students.
These committee members would be aware of the
need for students to be informed on campus security
problems. Situations such as last semester's incident
about which administrators refused to release crime
information to The Tiger could be eliminated. The
committee would understand the need to release the
facts to avoid rumors.
A second good proposal is that calling for the
establishment of short courses on rape prevention
and self-protection to be sponsored by the Student
Union and student government. These courses would
be helpful, but only a minimal number of people
would be reached by such programs.
A call for better campus lighting along several
routes leading to women's dormitories is a suggestion
more likely to deter assaults. The increased lighting
is a very good idea, but Ozburn's proposal ignores the
Clemson House. A proposal for lighting on the path to
the Clemson House should be added to the proposals
when Senate considers them.
The Clemson House is a very large women's dormitory. Because of its isolated location and the large
number of female students living there, the protection
of an improved lighting system should be extended to
that facility.
Safety phones and emergency alarms for parking
lots are another suggestion. These alarms would surely deter attackers, but vandals and pranksters are
likely to tamper with any security system. If phones
cannot be maintained in the loggia, it is doubtful that
they would survive in remote parking lots.
A campus shuttle service is a long needed improvement. As much as 15 minutes is needed to cross campus on foot. At night the shuttle would be a tremendous aid in reducing the opportunity for attacks.
For example, such a service would reduce the risk
of traveling long, dark treks between parking lots and
dorms. It is in such areas that attacks are likely to occur.
Ozburn's plans are worthwhile suggestions and a
necessary beginning for increased student participation and awareness in Clemson's security.
Student Senate should approve the proposals after
reviewing them and making any needed improvements. Senate should further develop to
specifics the security proposals' generalities.
The administration should approve the proposals
which are sent to them. Administrators should note
that nothing is lost if the ideas do not work but that
nothing is gained if they are not tried. More important
than this fact is the fact that if the suggestions are
successful in preventing one serious crime, they will
be well worth the time and money spent on them.
Students should support these proposals as well.
Only through student support of these plans can the
campus become a safe place for everyone—male and
female.

Security problem? On this campus?

Letters
policy
The Tiger welcomes letters
from its readers on all subjects.
Please type letters, triple-spaced
on a 65-space line.
All letters. 200 words or
shorter, will be published after
unquestionably routine editing
(for grammatical and spelling errors), except in those cases in
which a letter is blatantly
ibscene or potentially libelous.
In these special cases, if a majority vote of the Editorial Board
of the Tiger deems it necessary, a
etter will be withheld in part or
in full.
Authors of letters should sign
their letters, with their address
and phone number included. In
cases in which a letter has been
composed by more than one person, all authors should be listed,
with their addresses and phone
numbers.

footnotes
"Some of the things we have over there
(undergraduate labs) the Smithsonian would be interested in for historial value." —Henry Vogel, dean
of the College of Sciences, concerning the need for
new equipment.
"This isn't just for the Greeks, you know. We want
the dormo's to come, too."—Chip Harlow, referring
to Sigma Nu's Bahama Mama activities.
"We don't have a committee." —Scott Devanny,
talking about the Judiciary Committee of the Student
Senate.
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viewpoint
Everything has got to change sometime
ByJimStovall
Editorial Writer

Chronicle is destined to mediocrity forever
unless individuals take an active, positive
stance on production and student input.

There are cycles in all things. Business
is either rising or falling. The weather is
better or worse. Sports performance is up
or down. .The old adage that "nothing is
constant but change" holds true, and
Clemson is no exception.
The only criteria that really determine
the university community's opinion of and
response to a student organization are the
results produced by the group. Long hours
of work and good intents are wonderful for
those inclined to be self-congratulatory,
but they will count for little unless that
work is evident in the quality of the final
product.
There are a number of groups on campus that occupy various ranks on the pro' duct/results ladder, but two are prominent
because of the amount of student interest
in their activities. These two are the
Chronicle, the official variety magazine of
Clemson University, and the Central
Dance and Concert Committee, an arm of
the University Union.
Both groups share similar attributes.
Each is run by students, and their results
are mainly for students. Each requires
long hours of planning, careful consideration, and hard work. Also, budget funding
for both comes from the university activity
fee that is charged to all students. Finally,
the degree of success or failure of both is
determined by student reaction and support. For those reasons, especially the last
two, the Chronicle and CDCC are ultimately responsible to the Clemson student
body.
The Chronicle seems to have been hovering just above mediocre in technical quality for the past several years, but it appears
to be slipping in student esteem. The
reasons for this decline are the lack of continuity in the style, format, and content of
the magazine coupled with the Chronicle's
seemingly incessant staff turnover and the
general disinterest of students in any such
product at all.
The Chronicle does have some continuity
in the sense that each issue contains
features, short stories, poetry,
photographs, art, and the obligatory
' editor's letter. Unfortunately, that is as far
as the similarity extends. In terms of

The Central Dance and Concert Committee (CDCC), on the other hand, is an example of an organization that has risen from
total financial ruin and student ridicule to
a status of accountability and trust. The
CDCC replaced the Central Dance
Association (CDA) when the latter was
disbanded after losing its $10,000 budget on
a Z.Z. Top concert that was a total flop.
Though explanations vary, the CDA had a
strong reputation of scheduling concerts
destined for cancellation or financial
disaster. Understandably, the new CDCC
was not viewed very seriously when key
CDA personnel were listed as staff.
Supported now by the University Union,
the CDCC began to develop a new drive to
actually do what it was supposed to do—bring concerts to Clemson. And the committee did do that. At first there were problems, such as the Pure Prairie League
show that flopped simply because no one
came. Then came the successful booking
and presentation of the Doobie Brothers in
Littlejohn Coliseum. Finally, the CDCC
was on its feet and moving forward.
More concerts followed: the Sanford
Townsend band, and this year, Bob
Seeger, Boston, the Dixie Dregs, Sealevel,
and tentative plans for Billy Joel in the
early spring.

Now — off to the Boston concert!
layout, design, and the character of the
overall product, there is no consistent format that binds the individual issues of the
Chronicle together. Each one seems to be a
totally new and original creation.
This in itself wouldn't be so bad if it were
well done. The problem arises from the
fact that the staff of writers and workers is
often totally different for succeeding
issues. Each new staff must make all the
beginner's mistakes for themselves. Then,
-after a semester of tiring and frustrating
struggles to get a magazine out, many
staff members decide that it isn't worth
the trouble and call it quits. Enter, a new

staff, directed by the faithful few that truly
believe in the potential of the Chronicle.
What about Clemson students? What do
they want from the Chronicle? Ask
several, and you'll find that most don't
know and usually mutter, "Anything but
this." The point is that Clemson students
will never get what they want from the
Chronicle until they give it the support it
must have. That means becoming actively
involved on the Chronicle staff, submitting
serious (or humorous) writing and art for
publication consideration, or just reading
the Chronicle with an open mind. The

What the CDCC has done is possible for
any group that has a goal and is willing to
believe in that goal and put in the seemingly endless hours of labor that is necessary
to accomplish it. CDCC has overcome the
doubts of literally thousands and
reestablished the concert tradition at
Clemson, but only through the support of
Clemson students has this been done.
The Chronicle should not be resigned to a
fate of eternal obscurity, nor should the
CDCC ever be content to rest on its laurels.
Successes and failures are subject to
change. Hopefully, the CDCC will retain its
good reputation and the Chronicle will
develop into something that the entire
university community will be proud to
acknowledge.

letters
Ideas from
Senate too
In response to your Jan. 26
comments about Student
Senate inefficiency, I can only
say that I was quite disappointed by the cheap comments which were made by
the editor in chief of a supposedly "all-American"
newspaper. Any good journalist should know that gross
generalizations such as those
are easily refuted.
To say that "Student Senate
(is) not initiating its own proposals" is not only inaccurate
reporting, but it is also unmitigatedly foolish and
presumptuous. To date, the
'Senate has considered over 45
resolutions and bills; only 15

of those were Mr. (Mike) Ozburn's. Many more resolutions have either failed in
committee or are presently
being considered. It is shocking that in light of these readily available facts you had the
nerve to state that "Senate
has originated almost no proposals..."
Another unfair point that
you made concerned the suggestion Todd Lankford made
about writing resolutions.
Because a person would
rather sit back and observe
the examples of more experienced senators before exhibiting his own wares on the
Senate floor is not inefficiency. It is a practical learning
experience which is beneficial
to the level headed and smooth
administration of Senate
debates and also just plain

common sense. No one gets
his "feet wet" by diving into
the rapids.
In conclusion, before you
laud Mr. Ozburn's fountain of
ideas and condemn the
Senate's supposed drought,
why don't you ask him where
he gets some orhis ideas?
JohnJ.Koresko, V

Reviewer
misleading
After reading Richard
Brooks' review of the Boston
concert, I feel forced to take
issue with it.
My first complaint is
Brooks' attack of Sammy
Hagar. It's obvious that he
hasn't seen many concerts.

Hagar is a real rocker who
hasn't "sold out" by playing
the same middle - of - the road pablum that Boston
sedates us with.
Hagar's spontaneity was
refreshing; his enthusiasm
was energetic. His songs
"Turn Up the Music" and
"Motor-scooter" were filled
with more emotion that Tom
Scholz will ever display on
stage.
An, yes, what about Scholz?
Except to play the pipe organ,
he didn't move from his little
corner of the stage. I felt as if I
was into the music more than
he was.
Boston's musicianship was
mediocre at best, except for
their drummer, Sib Hashian.
He was the worst drummer I
have ever heard.

As for the crew's "good job
reproducing the excellent
sound...", evidently Brooks
didn't notice that the speakers
on the left side were out for an
entire song. The special effects were merely the sign of a
weak band hiding behind
theatrics. Isn't smoke on the
stage a cliche' by now,
anyway? It's ironic that he accused Hagar's songs of all
sounding the same. No band is
more guilty of putting different words to the the same
tunes as Boston.
All this adds up to one thing:
Boston put on an incredibly
stale and lifeless performance. And Richard
Brooks? He can have my
Boston albums if he can
stomach them.
Alex Reid
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Severe equipment shortage hounds colleges

By Leslie McMahon
News Editor
A lack of sufficient funding has left four
of Clemson's nine colleges with serious
equipment shortages, according to several
academic deans.
"Funding hasn't even come close to
meeting the needs in the Colleges of
Science, Engineering, Agricultural
Science, and Industrial Management and
Textile Science," said Dean of Academic
Affairs Victor Hurst. "Although there is a
need in each of the nine colleges, these
have been the hardest hit."
In interviews with The Tiger, Deans
Henry Vogel of Sciences, Luther Anderson
of Agricultural Sciences, and Lyle Wilcox
of Engineering each stated that considerable effort would have to be expended
just to update the equipment within the
colleges to a level coinciding with current
technology.
"Much of the instructional equipment
can be bought and be used for 10 years,"
said Vogel, "But research equipment gets
so out of date that it just becomes obsolete.
The competitiveness of research demands
that the equipment be kept up to date." He
added that although instructional equipment may be used over a longer period of
time, the College of Sciences is still experiencing a shortage in that area and
cited a shortage of microscopes as the major deficiency. "Some of the things we
have over there (in the undergraduate
laboratories), the Smithsonian would be
interested in for the historical value."
Wilcox echoed Vogel's opinion saying
that technology in engineering has changed "enormously" in the past few years. "It
has been beyond what anyone expected."
He cited the opening fields of environmen-

tal problem solving and computer
technology as providing the main thrust
for the new department.
"Equipment that we bought 10 years ago
is obsolete," continued Wilcox. "Electronics developed so far that an
oscilloscope bought seven years ago won't
see anything.
In chemical engineering, they are working with polymers and fibers that weren't
even manufactured five years ago."
A unique aspect to the College of
Agricultural Sciences is the special
nonacademic services which the college
offers to the state. According to Anderson,
60 per cent of the funds are appropriated
by the state while the remainder is supplied by the federal government.
One of these programs is the research
experiment station. "There is a strong interface between this research and instruction," said Anderson. "Our students
benefit from the program, although, it is
not considered a part of the instructional
facilities.
"We start having a problem when we get
to graduate work and instruction," said
Anderson. "Our students benefit from the
program, although, it is not considered a
part of the instructional facilities.
"We start having a problem when we get
to graduate work and instruction, and I
think we will have a constant need. There
is a strong need for sophisticated equipment that is absolutely necessary to carry
out current research."
In contrast to the four colleges whose
need for equipment has been diagnosed as
severe, the College of Nursing is in an "enviable" position, according to Dean
Geraldine Labecki. Federal moneys were
appropriated to fund the construction and

A CRITICAL FINANCIAL situation on campus has resulted in many problems for col-_
leges trying to secure needed equipment. Some colleges are able to acquire new equipme*
such as this spectrophotometer for the biochemistry department
equipping of the nursing building which
was completed last January.
"As far as the Colleges of Education,
Liberal Arts, and Architecture are concerned," said Hurst, "they need equipment, but they are not as strong users of
equipment as the others. In the College of
Sciences, we are faced with a tremendous
teaching load, and we really need to keep
moving ahead there."
*

ibrobheiMt
I t>icycles of clemson
-654-6821COMPLETE SERVICE
Bikes*Accessories »Mopeds

107EARLEST.
I

DOWNTOWN

MICHELIN • MICHEUN»MICHEL!N*

Don's Tires, Inc.
103 N. Clemson Ave.

S54-5072

Vogel emphasized Hurst's point saying,
"Because of the very nature of what we do,
equipment is an integral part of the college. Everything we do hinges on equipment."
The problem of a shortage of equipment
was slightly relieved this past year when
extra moneys became available to the
General Assembly. For the first time in
several years, funds were appropriated for
purchasing equipment.
"The College of Engineering was able to
purchase a third of what we need because
of this funding," said Wilcox. This is not a
get ahead or wish list, but the necessities.
We would probably need about $1 million
to get caught up, then $200,000 to keep the
equipment up to date."
According to Vogel, the College of
Sciences would probably need $500,000
each year for the next four years to "catch
up."
"The problem with equipment," said
Hurst, "is that if you don't get any, you
don't suffer much within a given year. If
the drought continues over three years,
however, the question is whether you'll
ever be able to catch up."
Anderson summed up the situation, saying, "The need for equipment is not unique
to Clemson. There is a constant battle
within major universities to keep up wifi^
new developments."

M

WuBW

123 Ey-pass
Seneca.
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Specializing jn: Hickory - smok&l tarUcue
Dsli - sanlwlches - ham,
turfcsy, r&asfc- b&rf,
an<i daily specials

FREE TEA ON SUNDAY AND MONDAY
W/STUDENTI.D.

$*V.W«WkV/&?AUMBM

♦^^OX^M■HBfla■5HS«fi•WJ?^rc^i,
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... the fastest growing tire company in America!

Don's Tires, Inc.
4« «:• :■'..>:, M. /1
.- - r -i ,-
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FAST
FREE
DELIVERY
654-6990
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Female enrollment reaches
record high in Southeast
By Cindy Sessions
News Writer
For the first time since World War II,
women comprise a majority of the enrollment in southern colleges and universities.
The Southern Regional Educational
Board (SREB), compiling data from 14
states in the South, found that 50.1 per cent
of all students were female. Furthermore,
women account for more than half of last
fall's collegiate enrollment in nine of the 14
states.
States represented by SREB include
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and
West Virginia.
E. F. Schietinger, director of research
for SREB, attributes "significant increases in the participation of women,
especially those attending college parttime," to the increase in female enrollment percentages. Also, a four per cent
decline from 1977 to 1978 in the number of
nen enrolled as full-time students increased the proportion of women in the college
population.
Such an increase is not reflected in the
data for South Carolina. The state reports
no significant growth in the number of men
or women registered in public or private
institutions from 1977 to 1978. Enrollment
was up by only 2.2 per cent. Women are a
minority, comprising 48.1 per cent of the
128,054 students counted on South Carolina
campuses.
First semester 1978 enrollment data for
Clemson University tallies 10,471 students
on campus, including 4017 women. Nursing
and education curricula remain the most
attractive to female students; women fill
96.8 per cent of the seats in the College of
Nursing and make up 71.7 per cent of the
College of Education.
Female enrollment in agricultural,
engineering, and business majors is increasing. The College of Industrial

Management and Textile Science claims
602 female majors, or 15 per cent of the
women enrolled on campus. The only area
with more women majors is education,
with 26.5 per cent of the female enrollment.
The number of women accepted to Clemson overall is not increasing significantly,
however. "You'd see more of a growth
trend in a five-or 10-year study than you
would over the last few years," stated Sandra Clipp, assistant director of admissions
at Clemson.
The total number of women accepted as
freshmen and transfer students for the fall
of 1978 was 1081. For 1977 this total was
1048, and the year before, 1043. The only
significant increase in recent years occurred from 1975 to 1976, when the number
of women accepted increased by 16.9 per
cent.
"The most obvious jump in female
enrollment at Clemson occurred in the
mid-sixties when dormitory space became
available for women," said Clipp.
Dormitory space remains the only constraint on accepting female students on
campus. The transition of Johnstone A
Section to housing for women allowed
more of a balance in the number of rooms
available to incoming freshmen and
transfer • students.
The admissions office has set no goal for
a certain percentage of female enrollment
by a certain year. No deliberate separation of applications by sex is involved in
the acceptance process.
Clipp offered an explanation for why
Clemson has not seen the increase in
female enrollment that schools in other
southern states have experienced. "South
Carolina is still pretty traditional. We
simply aren't going to get many women interested yet in the majority of the majors
offered on this campus. Engineering and
agriculture are still predominantly male
domains."

I

Clemson Tire
And Service Center
COMPLETE LINE OF TIRES
AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Mechanic on Duty
South Carolina Vehicle Inspection Station

Highway 76 Clemson Shopping Center
654-1394 or 654-1397
:>ft
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FEMALE ENROLLMENT IS at an all-time high in the Southeast, according to the
Southern Regional Educational Board. The increase, however, has not affected Clemson
University's coed population.

Senate Elections
Tuesday
Feb. 13th
To Fill Vacancies
Petitions may be picked up
in the Student Government
Office and must be returned
by midnight Feb. 6th.

Positions Available:
6 off campus,
1 in Bradley,
1 in B-Section,
and 1 in Cope.
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Forensic union fares well
at Auburn tournament
SONY
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teams." Students representing 35 schools
from 16 states attended the tournament.
Clemson debate teams of Jon Josey,
Raymond Laffoon, Don Kay, and Teena
Ellenberg went 3-3 against tough competi-'
tion. Lafoon had a perfect 30-point ballot in
his first college debate round. "This rarely
happens," said debate coach Charles Montgomery.
"This was a good showing for the first
tournament of the semester," he said.
"We'll certainly do better." The debaters'
next tournament will be at the Citadel on
Feb. 23-24.

Clemson's forensic teams fared well at
an important tournament last weekend
held at Auburn University.
The individual events competitors,
coached by Sue Linderman, scored particularly well. Lee Ann Soowal won sixth
place in dramatic interpretation and was a
semifinalist in prose interpretation. Jensy
Shell and Soowal won fourth place in duointerpretation.
"The Auburn tournament has grown to
be one of the toughest early tournaments
in the South," said Linderman. "We did a
very respectable job against very good

TRAIL RIDES
at

$ HILL9

Regular $219.00

JT^

^

SALE $149.00
• ■■•nr

FREE
ura»Vr «■•

Lafayette

Radio Electronic*^Shopp«r g Centers

TheMarkatPlaM
22MC2
■aa.-Saf.1C INS

f

SEAT RIDING LESSONS
HUNT SEAFor more Information Call Misty Hills Stables 882-3549

A National Bestseller
"So full of tips and angles
that only a booby or a billionaire could
not benefit."8 The New York Times
This Book Is Tax Deductible!

WK

The Only
Investment
Guide You II
EverNeed
toy Andrew Tobias
The OPEN BOOK
UNIVERSITY SQUARE MALL
OPEN MON-SAT 10 AM-9 PM
654-6785
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THE GREATEST
TIGER STORY
EVER TOLD
The Orange Machine: The 1978 Clemson Tigers
is the complete story of the ACC and Gator Bowl
championships.
The "orange machine" picked up steam during
the season and rolled on to victory over Ohio
State in the Gator Bowl. The photographs by
John Rowntree, Orange and White, capture the
exciting game action, the individual players
and the emotion of the fans. Kerry Capps,
Greenville News, provides a fast paced, feature oriented text to bring back the excitement
of "Saturday Afternoon Fever" 1978.

Relive the great winning season every time you open your copy of The Orange Machine.
Reserve your copy at the special prepublication price of $9.00 including postage, handling and sales tax.

Send

copies of The Orange Machine to:

Mail to: The R. L Bryan Company
P.O. Box368
Columbia, SC 29202

^'■fv^

Enclosed is check/money order for $

.rf?,~ ,., ,'„■„ -, .-; ..^^^.^,,1.^,1

j'^s^^^^^^^^^s^^,^^^:^^■■:. -; ;< -,~ .--".v.-. -^i*:3;:
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Student cards
to be combined

Renovation lags
behind schedule
By Mark Sublette
News Writer
The planning stages for the renovation of
Tillman Hall have fallen behind schedule,
says Melvin Barnette, vice president for
business and finance.
While initial groundwork by the architectural firm of Westmoreland,
McGarity & Pitts of Spartanburg is complete, much of the mechanical drawing of
actual construction documents, subcontracted to other firms, remains unfinished.
These construction plans, scheduled to
be completed and submitted for approval
on Jan. 15, are still on the drawing boards,
and the May 15 target date for beginning
actual construction may be pushed back as
far as July. This may, in turn, affect the
scheduled completion date of fall 1980. In
original plans, the fully renovated building
would be ready for occupancy by classes in
the fall semester, but this may change if
the construction work isn't finished by
then.
Says Barnette, "Dr. James Strom, the
director of planning, may have to work out
a scheme for moving some classes around
on campus if Tillman isn't ready by the fall
of 1980."
Under the present plan, the majority of
the renovated building will be utilized for
specialized labs needed by the College of
Education for elementary and secondary
education.
This overhaul of the campus' oldest
building has been planned for ten years,
and modifications are slated to include 40
offices. 11 classrooms, and four specializ-

ISAF

Photo by Gibson

TILLMAN AUDITORIUM WILL be one of the main areas of renovation when construction crews begin work on Tillman Hall. The work is already significantly behind schedule.
ed labs. The fourth floor will be reopened
after it has been upgraded to meet state
fire safety standards, and an elevator will
be added to the building.
But whether the overhaul will be completed within the-time period originally envisioned is not known. Commented

Barnette, "We set this up on a short construction schedule, and it's just taking
more time than we had hoped. Perhaps we
weren't reasonable in our expectations.
Renovations could actually take more
time than simply designing a new system
in entirety."

The Department of Facilitating Services
is presently investigating the possibility of
combining the identification card, meal
card, and activity card into one computerized card.
John C. Newton, Director of Auxiliary
Services, said, "We're interested in it, we
want to learn more about it, and we'rei
presently studying the possibilities. The
company which offers the service, R.D.
Products, is testing a similar system at
Baylor University in Texas."
At Baylor, the computerized system
allows prompt check cashing; prompt
identification for paid services such as student activities, health care, library services, and ticket distribution. The system
at Baylor is also equipped with a student
charges system which allows the students
there to,purchase from the bookstore and
other similar outlets.
Newton explained, however, that such a
charge system is "unique to Baylor and
would not be implemented here. That, is
one of the problems with such a computerized system. Each college's needs
are different and designing a system to
meet all these needs is no easy task."
Another problem with such a system at"
Clemson, according to Newton, is the use
of the social security number as a means
of identification. "The present computer,
the Series Four, is inadequate. It cannot
store the nine digit number."
As for when the new system will come to
Clemson, Newton said that he was unsure.
"Everything hinges on Baylor. There's no
chance that it will be here by the fall of
1979, though." He did say, however, that if
everything went smoothly, the system
might be here by the fall of 1980.

No Wheels?Heed a Lift?Call...
MCAT-GRE.DAT
PCAT*0CAT*GMAT
SAT.VAT.LSAT

NMBLH.1II

ECFMG • FIR • VQE
NAT'L DENT BDS • NURSING BDS

STANLEY KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists Since 1938
OPEN DAYS, EVENINGS, & WEEKENDS

For Information, Please Call:

(803)256-0673
711-B Saluda Avenue
Columbia, S.C. 29205

TIGER TAXI
Starting February
10, Serving the
Clemson "Metro"
Area
Shopping, Medical trips,
package pick-ups, work,
games, parties, school, and
all other transportation
needs

WEWRN m^m

Basic Rates: $1.00/mile
for 1st 2 miles

BLJ^

50/mile each additional
mile
^^

For pizzas
and subs
as close
as your
phone

654-6990

Special Rates far Greats, Reaadtrips, aaa*
Recalar(Pre-sebea'alad) Riders
Far aMHieaal iafenaatiea call:
654-6400
Service 7 deys a week. Tiger Quickl

"RIDE A TIGER"

JISPLAY
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PHOTOGRAPHS
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UNION SPOTLIGHT
WEEKLY UPDATE OF UNION ACTIVITIES

Get Involved!

Sea Level

Sign up for a
Short Course.

in concert Feb. 9
at 8p.m. in Tillman

macrame
natural foods

tickets at
Union Ticket Booth
(11-1 and 4-7p.m.)
Record Hole

yoga
bartending

Details at Union Info Desk
only $2.00

News and Info
Look what's coming...

^^^

GUTTER Elaine Silver Feb. 2-3 9 p.m.
EDGAR'S Carolina Pride Feb. 2 9 p.m.

Make Your Own Valentine Day-Feb. 13
The Hobbit-a puppet show-Feb. 16
Cherry Pie Eating Contest-Feb. 19
Teh-Tale Poe-a play-Feb. 22
Down Hill Skiing-Feb. 23
Caveing Trip-Feb. 24-25
Kinetic Collections-dance-March 1-2

Clemson vs. USC (basketball) Feb.
3 on big TV screen
GALLERYPaul Cook's Photography thru Feb. 3
FREE
FLICK
VIDEOS

"Three Muskateers" Feb. 4 p.m.
"Superman" thru Feb. 4
"Animal Farm" Feb. 5-11

Y-FLICS "Gator" Feb. 2 & 3 at 7 & 9 p.m.
"Which Way is Up" Feb. 5-7 at 7 & 9
"One on One" Feb. 8-10 at 7 & 9 p.m.

Have fun with the Union in Snow or Sun!
Cross Country Skiing
February 17-18
7 a.m. Sat. to 6 p.m. Sun.
in Pisgah National Forest
$20 includes everything

Winter Backpacking
February 9-11

Winter Backpack
Seminar

3 p.m. Friday to 5 p.m. Sunday

February 8
6:30-9:30 P.M.
In Ballroom
Free
Sign Up at Infodesk

sign up by Feb. 8

in the Smokies

$2.50 per person
bring your own equipment

TAPED PROGRAM LINE
'

Cruise Update
Meeting Feb. 7 in
Senate Chambers
from 7-8 p.m.

Spaces still
available!
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PR department to publish new newspaper
parents, and selected businesses and industries. It will also be made available to
students at strategic locations on campus.
•In addition to news coverage of university events, the newspaper will present
regular consumer advice articles, a
"Forum" section for commentary and letters, continuing education opportunities,
personality profiles, some solicited articles, reviews, and a calendar of campus
events.

A new university newspaper will begin
publication in February as an additional
step toward revamping Clemson's official
on-campus and off-campus communication programs.
Clemson University News, to be published six times yearly by the department of
university relations, will have a circulation of approximately 45,000. It will be
distributed to faculty and staff, alumni,

Monday, Feb. 5

Tuesday, Feb. 6

Company

P & J CUSTOM
AUTO PAINTING

WSBF hosts
talk show

Jack 666-7377

Seeking Candidates Majoring In:

Georgia Power
Tektronix
Kemper Insurance
Milliken
Sangamo Weston

BS,MSrME,PhD/ECE,ME
BS,MS/ECE,CpSci,Summer
BS/AgEngr, CrE, ChE, CE, ECE, ME ET
Any Major with interest in Mfg Mgmt
BS,MS,PhD/ECE

Proctor & Gamble (Paper Prdts)
PPG
Milliken
S.C. Elect Gas
J. A. Jones Construction

BS,MS,ME/ChE, CE, ECE, ME
BS/CrE, ECE, ME, Chem
Any Major with interest in Mfg Mgmt
BS, MS, ME, PhD/ECE, ME
BS/CE, ME

Wednesday, Feb. 7

Milliken
PPG
Olin
Santee Cooper

Any Major with interest in Mfg Mgmt
BS/CrE, ECE, ME, Chem
BS/Chem, ME, EE
BS.MS, ME, PhD/ECE, ME

Thursday, Feb. 8

Carolina Power & Light NCR (CommunicationSystems)
Cone Mills
Celanese
Allied Chemical
NCR (Marketing)

BS/ECE, ME, CE
BS/ECE, Math(CpSc); MS.ME/ECE
BS/AM, IM, TC, TS, TT, Chem, ET
BS/ChE,ME,Chem
BS/AgEcon, AgMech & Bus, Agron, ChE, ECE,ME
BS/Acct, FM, AM. Econ

Friday, Feb. 9

For the best in quality
and price call

developments at the university in advance!
of public release of such information.
A "blulletin-type" version of the new on-l
campus piece will be issued on an as-|
needed basis for fast breaking!
developments.
Melvin Long, director of university rela-l
tions, and George Moore, director of alum-|
ni relations, said the new informatJct
pieces are the result of more than a year o\
planning.
They said the new approach represents!
the best thinking of the departments ofl
alumni relations and university relations!
about how to streamline the university's!
communications programs and make|
them more effective.
Long emphasized that Clemson Univer-I
sity News in no way is intended to compete!
with other Clemson publications, buq
rather will serve "to integrate and fill
some gaps in the university's overall apt
proach to telling the Clemson story."

Paul 656-7789

Placement Bulletin
Date

Clemson University News represents
Phase One of a new communications program for the university. Phase Two will
begin in August with a new format for the
"Clemson Newsletter" published for faculty and staff.
The goal of this new effort in on-campus
communication is to provide more job and
personnel information to Clemson
employes and to let them know about

Proctors Gamble (Buckeye-Foley)
Hoechst Fibers
Westinghouse
Biount International
Owens-Corning Fiberglas

BS/ChE, ME, EE
BS/Acct, ChE, ECE, ME; MS,ME,PhD/ChE, ME
BS/ChE, Chem, ME, EE
BS/BC, CE, ECE, ME, Math(cpSc), Math
BS/ChE, ME, Bldg Const, AM, IM, TT, ET or
other Engrg; MS or PhD/ChE, ME, Pol & TextSc

Qualified students interested in recruiting with the following companies may sign up in the Placement Office two weeks
prior to the scheduled visit. For further information on recruiting procedures, come to the Placement Office, Room 804,
University Union.

\

./

/

MAKE OLD BETSY LOOK
NEW AGAIN

Something New at the Foxfire
Fabulous Salad Bar-over forty items to compliment your meal
Weight Watchers of Vegetarians Endless Salad Bar 4
Fresh Homemade Soup and Salad Bar

Early Diners Special:

5:00pm to 8:00pm

your choice of:
small ribeye—Sirloin Strip—Prime Rib and
visit to our Salad Bar cso

Tuesday Thru Saturday

Entertainment Nightly
Soft music for your dancing
and listening pleasure
Hwy 123 By Pass
Clemson, S.C.

654-5394

WSBF campus radio station wfj
sponsor a talk show with Student Bodj
President Mike Ozburn, Student Senatl
President Todd Lankford, and Senatd
President-Elect Jeff Anderson, and At|
torney General Vic Sherlock.
The show will be broadcast Sunday|
Feb. 4 at 7 p.m.
Topics to be discussed include thJ
Robert C. Edwards Endowment, thJ
search for a new university president!
and proposed reform of the traffic an|
parking code.
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Alumni funds
have increased
Clemson alumni donations have increased in 1978 as compared to the banner year
of 1977. Donations are categorized as
restricted and unrestricted which totaled
$283,200.66 and $249,633 consecutively.
Mendal Bouknight, Alumni Field
Representative, stated, "The reason for
the increase of donations is that the alumni
support has grown ten percent in the past
year."
The donations are put to use mainly in the
forms of scholarships. For instance, the R.
F. Poole Scholarship is provided for 20
students (five from each undergraduate
class). Also, the Alumni Merit Scholarship
encourages 20 outstanding scholastic
achievers at the high school level to consider Clemson for higher education. "The
Alumni Council has recently voted to double the scholarship number," said
Bouknight.
Other uses for the donations are Alumni
Professorships. Ten are given to bring well
qualified professors to Clemson. At the
present time, the professorships cover a
wide variety of colleges. The donations
also cover Alumni Visiting Professors,
Graduate Professors, Student Alumni
Council, Research and Development, and
Reserve Funds.
The link between the students and the
Alumni Center is the Student Alumni Council which consists of 19 students and some
members at large. Some responsibilities of
the council are Master Teacher Award,
telephone sheets given to students, and infirmary kits.

12 oz. Old Milwaukee ▼

12 oz. Schlitz

$199

16 oz. Schlitz

$039
Now serving...
the best pizzas in town!

Cigarettes
100's

King size

$409

ares

$ 19

4

Hours 7-11,
7 days a wee^

CONVENIENCE STORES
Pendleton Road

Free, on-compus
delivery!
Call 654-6095

-/burdouoh>
/■andwioh emporium

\0

An Advertisement In The Tiger
Reaches Clemson's
Students, Employees,
And Many Alumni.
gl

The

GDCC
presents

SEALEYEL with OCONEE
JAN. 9,8 P.M. Tillman Aud.
Tickets $2.00-on sale
at
Union Ticket Booth
Mon.-Fri.1M

4-7

and The Record Hole (Downtown)
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When gradual expansions signified a
need for a structure to accommodate
conventions, administration guests, and
celebrities visiting the area, the Clemson
House was built. The modern facility
replaced...

The Old Clemson Hotel
By Dan Bibb
Features Writer
■

Some things have changed. Bellhops are
no longer employed; a burnt orange and
brown carpet now covers the Vermont
slate floor in the lobby; the putting greens
for golfers no longer exist; and students
now reside in many cf the rooms once
reserved for transient guests.
Nevertheless, the Clemson House still
retains many of the qualities that made it a
favorite lodging place for many travelers
and conventioneers.
The friendly nature of the residents and
the easy, relaxed atmosphere of the hotel
itself haven't changed since the neon sign
on top of the building was lit for the first
time on Nov. 1,1950.
When it opened, the Clemson House immediately gained the reputation for giving
excellent personal service. A free daily
newspaper was delivered to those who
were guests, and for those who were just
married and stayed in the bridal suite, one
free breakfast was served compliments of
the house.
Much hoopla surrounded the opening of
the hotel. The Clemson College band performed on the front lawn. Clemson played
Duquesne in its homecoming football
game, and Gene Krupa's band was on
campus for the homecoming dance that
was held in the field house.
However, before its opening there were
problems. Veterans returning from World
War II had increased the enrollment of the
college which in turn led to a serious housing shortage in Clemson.
To alleviate the problem officials decided to build the hotel as well as the faculty
housing that now surrounds the Clemson
House. The combined cost of the two projects was $2.5 million, with the Clemson
House accounting for half the total.
Prior to that time, the Old Clemson
Hotel, sometimes known as the Clemson
Club Hotel, served the area. To make room
for the Clemson House, the 55-year-old
structure had to be torn down.
Officials, however, weren't content to
build just another hotel in its place. The
Clemson House was to be special. It was to
be a place where banquets could be held,
conventions could meet, and travelers
could stay. Situated halfway between
Atlanta and Charlotte, Clemson was the
ideal location for just such a hotel.

Many celebrities stayed
in the penthouse during the
first two decades of its existence. Often the rooms
were filled with
businessmen discussing
development in the area or
conventioneers from
neighboring states. Fred
Zink recalls his years as the
first manager of the
"Carolinas' smartest hotel. "
Photo by Gibson

Although now he spends as much time
fishing as possible, Fred L. Zink, Jr.,
managed the Clemson House for 19 years
(1951-70). Sitting in the den of his Clemson
House apartment surrounded by the
numerous plaques that he has been awarded over the years, Zink, now retired,
recalled his years as manager.
The 71-year-old Zink especially
remembers the many conventions — often
there were three a week. "We had a lot of
conventions with people from all over the
country," he said, listing the names of
some of the organizations. "We even had
some foreign groups here. At one time we
had some high-level Cambodians who
stayed here for about three months taking
some work through the State Department.
I understand that at the time the department was trying to Americanize them and
get them on their side," Zink laughed and
then said, "But of course it didn't work."
When asked about the many celebrities
who had stayed at the Clemson House over
the years, Zink spun around in his swivel
chair and opened a desk drawer that was
packed with old newspaper articles and
other memorabilia that he had collected.
From the drawer, he produced a black
photo album and began to leaf through the
pages, pointing out some of the various
celebrities as he went through. There were
To plan for the needs of such a diversified hotel, the architectural firm of
William G. Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle, and
Wolff of Columbia (all former Clemson
graduates) was hired to design the
building accordingly. Three dining rooms
— the Saber, Gold, and Purple rooms —
and 130 other rooms as well were put on the
drawing boards.
But those weren't all — the two bridal
suites, a barber and beauty shop, and a
penthouse were also added, along with
room for two radio stations and a gift shop.
Daniel Construction Co. was contracted to
build the structure.
After completion, numerous events were
held at the Clemson House — everything
from conventions to high school proms. All
these various activities caused James
Freeman, the auditor and official greeter
at the hotel, to remark in a 1962 news
release, "We had everything here except a
rodeo."
pictures of Katherine DeMille, Raymond
Massey; Tyrone Power, band leader Fred
Waring, and many others.

His favorite personality, however, was
Anita Bryant, who stayed there 15 years
ago. "She'd go down to the lobby and speak
and chat with every person she met. She'd
tell the people who she was and ask who
they were and where they were from. She
was just a beautiful girl," he stated.
Fred Waring conducted two musical
workshops at the Clemson House, and
while he was there he became very impressed with the Vermont slate floors of
the hotel. When Waring built his own
nightclub, the Shawnee - on - the Delaware, he called Zink for advice and
then installed Vermont slate.
A lot of the celebrities and many
businessmen stayed in the penthouse, a
large three-bedroom apartment on the
eighth floor of the hotel. Zink said that it
was there that "the decisions to build 75
per cent of the industrial plants in this area
were made."
The Clemson House, however, not only
housed famous people but it also developed
a fame all its own. A 1950's brochure

stated, "The Saber Room is one of the
most talked about dining rooms in the
South for its enchanting decor and for its
food."
The food was so good, in fact, that a 474page Clemson House cookbook was printed
and sold to the public.
On Sunday nights, 400-800 people would
dine in the hotel. Sometimes there would
be special nights to commemorate certain
countries. For example, there would be a
Mexican night and a German night. On
these occasions, all of the waiters and
waitresses would dress in the native
costumes of the countries being
celebrated. Incidentally, most of the
bellhops, desk men, and waitresses were
either Clemson students or their wives.
While dining in the Saber Room, people
were sure to notice the mural done in
abstract by Gilmer Petroff, former
member of Clemson College's architectural faculty. The mural depicted in symbolic forms the life of a cadet through four
years at Clemson.
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As further changes within the university made Clemson a coeducational institution, female housing requirements
presented a problem. The first female
students were given dormitory space by
Mrs. Charles Carter Newman in...

The Old Boarding House
By Dan Bibb
Features Writer

One of the forms didn't seem to impress
a group of University of South Carolina
students. That form showed a Clemson
tiger holding a Carolina gamecock between its teeth. To remedy the situation,
the group broke into Petroff's Richland
County art studio where the mural was being painted. Once inside, the group altered
the mural by painting a stick of dynamite
with its fuse lit inside the tiger's jaws. The
mural was later returned to its original
form. Today, sadly, the mural no longer
hangs in the Saber Room.
Martha Barnes has been selling home
accessories, greeting cards, and costume
jewelry in her gift shop at the Clemson
House for 21 of the past 25 years that she
has been living at the hotel.
"The whole time I've been at the Clemson House has been memorable," she
stated, as she picked up a brochure and unfolded it. "At one time it was called the
'Carolina's smartest hotel,' " she boasted.

"It was quite a convention hotel. Lots ot
doctor's groups and other organizations
stayed here over the years. People who
came here from all over the world found it
to be a friendly place. And since the girls
(Clemson students) have been here, it's
been a lot of fun," she stated.
It was because of the increase in
women's enrollment at Clemson University that the Clemson House took on a new
role in 1974. At that time all rooms not occupied by permanent hotel guests on floors
2-6 were given over to 240 female students.
The seventh floor was to be reserved for
special guests and visitors to Clemson on
university-related business.
At that time, President R. C. Edwards
issued this statement: "Conditions change
and we have to change with them ... By
helping the university deal with a serious
housing shortage, the Clemson House has
once again proven its versatility and value
to Clemson University, as well as to the
Clemson area and the state of South
Carolina."

Should there ever be a remake of the
movie "Gone With the Wind," and the producers of that movie need someone to play
the role of the graceful southern lady, they
need look no further. Mrs. Ellie Moore
Newman was born for the role.
No—she wasn't born on the Tara Plantation outside Atlanta; rather, she was born,
reared, and married on the Ravenswood
Plantation 40 miles south of Charleston.
It was at Ravenswood that she first met
her husband, Charles Carter Newman,
who at the time was working in the
agricultural department at Clemson College.
"My father," she said with a slow, articulate southern drawl, "was planting
celery on the plantation, and for some
reason unknown to him the celery wilted.
He appealed to Clemson College for help,
and they sent Mr. Newman down to the
plantation in the 1920's to see what the
trouble was."
In 1934, a year after Newman's first wife
died, the Newmans were married. It was
in September of that year that Ellie
Newman first came to Clemson. Her husband, however, was no stranger to the
town.
"He was the first graduate that Clemson
ever had," she stated proudly, leaning
back into one of the "Sleepy Hollow"
chairs that adorn her Clemson House
apartment.
"Mr. Newman's father came to Clemson
when the university opened in 1892 from
Auburn, where he was the dean of
agriculture. At that time, my husband had
finished his sophomore year at Auburn.
When he came to Clemson there was no
junior class here. So, the first year that
they were here he went to the Georgia
Military Academy,'' she stated.
After completing his junior year at the
academy, her husband came back to
Clemson, where the professors gave him
special projects to complete. His tests,
however, were prepared and graded by
University of South Carolina professors.
"The professors gave him individual
work, and he finished his work in 1895. But
since we had no graduating class in '95, he
got his diploma with the first graduating
class in 1896," she noted.
Her husband died in 1946. A year later
she opened a very successful and still talked about boarding house across from what
is today the Fike Recreation Center.
"During all the time that my husband
was living, it had been the custom of his
family to give quarters to students who
really wanted an education but who were
financially.lacking," Newman said.
Many students boarded there over the
years. "We had one of the loveliest groups
of young people that anybody in the world
could wish for," she reminisced.
Very rarely did she have any discipline
problems. "So far as discipline and manners go, I must have had the cream of the
crop, because they were absolutely no problems whatsoever," she noted, with emphasis on the words "absolutely" and
"no."
When Clemson first became coeducational, Newman was the first to take
female boarders. "The first year that
Clemson became coeducational I was the
only person on the campus that would take
girls. For two years, or perhaps three, I
kept girls there. At that particular time, I

had no rules or regulations concerning
coming in at night, and I couldn't be
responsible. I would much rather have had
boys."
As the grandfather clock that Newman
has in her apartment chimed in the
background, Newman explained her rule
for the boys. "There was only one rule for
the boys. We expected them to be
gentlemen and act accordingly."
However, occasionally one of the male
students would get out of line. "I know that
young people are young people, and since
the majority of the students were male,
every now and then a new person coming
in would introduce a joke that was a bit offcolor. He would start," Newman said as
she looked down at her hands, a big smile
washed across her face, "but all he needed
to do was to look at my face, and he just
brought it to an abrupt end."
From 1947-72, the boarding house gained
the reputation of being one of the best dining spots in Clemson.
"In 1947, I had frequent requests to use
the kitchen. So, I began serving a few people. I had no idea that it would grow in such
leaps and bounds. We then started serving
meals to the public in a limited way," she
said.
Newman had as her cook a black woman
named Prudence. "The whole key to the
eating project was a faithful nurse that I
had had since a child. She was a colored
lady who had been in my family all my life,
and she had entire charge over the kitchen
and dining rooms. She was faithful and an
excellent cook." Prudie, as she was called,
is 85 years old today, and according to
Newman, is doing "quite well."
She must have been a good cook,
because the boarding house only advertised by word of mouth; yet, most of the
chairs around the dining tables were
usually filled with diners.
During all her years of managing the
boarding house, Newman never missed a
single meal—except for one brief period of
time during which she had pneumonia.
Today Newman still sees many of her
former diners and tenants. Smiling and
nodding her head, she noted, "It's the most
refreshing thing in this world to encounter
one of the former guests who's now grown
and has his own daughter or son at the
university. There's scarcely a month that
goes by that I don't see or hear from one or
two of them. To me it's the most rewarding
kind of business that anybody could be in."
Despite her interest in the business, she
doesn't regret closing the boarding house
in 1972. By that time, she said, kitchen help
was getting scarce.
Although Newman may not regret giving up the business, one of her former
evening diners, Claud B. Green, dean of
undergraduate studies at Clemson, regrets
it very much.
"Oh yes, I regret its having closed," he
said. "The food was good, and the prices
were remarkably moderate ($1.50 being
the most she ever charged for a meal).
Mrs. Newman exercised a great deal of ingenuity in serving good food at moderate
prices. Also, the crowd was congenial. A
lot of townspeople, students, and professors ate there," he added.
Green had kind words not only for the
boarding house but also for Mrs. Newman.
"She fits the description of the southern
lady. She's well mannered, poised,
deliberate, calm, gentle, and she likes people."
Those who've had the pleasure of
meeting her will agree.
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Wintry Wonderland
Last week the University Union offered
a day long trip for students interested in

Shutterbug
By Dave Davies
snow photography, and Tiger staffer
David Davies took advantage of the opportunity.

The group left Tillman Hall for the
mountains at 9 a.m. and arrived at
Highlands, N.C., about an hour later just in
time to see the first snow flurries of the
day. From there the photographers dropped by Sapphire Valley to watch skiers
race down the slopes.
At the Pisgah National Forest, the group
stopped and observed the hanging icicles
shown. The photo enthusiasts traveled as
far north as the entrance of the Blue Ridge
Parkway, but the parkway was closed
because of dangerous road conditions.

L

University Square
Clemson, S.C. 29631
654-1325
If you've thought of the Good Earth as a retail
store, check again. We can offer you one of
the most unique wilderness adventures this
summer, an excellent chance to experience
the American West at a minimum cost. On
May 14, we will be cross-country skiing in
Yellowstone National Park-early spring snows,
more wildlife than you'd ever see in the summer, geology, wildlife tracks, thermal pools
surrounded by deep snows. Then in June it's a
backpacking trip into Sequoia, Kings Canyon,
and Yosemite National Parks. Some of the
finest scenery in the west-from mountain
meadows to deep river canyons, frozen alpine

lakes to the swollen tributaries of the Kings
River. Last year we were the first group of the
season to traverse the park.
And in July, we will take folks into the wild
North Cascades-backpacking just south of the
Canadian border in a country of bald eagles
and glaciated peaks-Mt. Challenger, Mt. Fury,
and Mt. Doom. From the North Cascades we
will climb Mt. Rainier, 14,500 feet of snowcapped beauty. You can be with us. We'll be
glad to give you all the details and arrange for
you to pay us between now and then. Come
on and join the Good Earth

1
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0'Sullivan's offers New York-style disco
When the uniqueness of downtown Clemson finally wears off, why not try
O'Sullivans in Spartanburg? O'Sullivans is
a New York style disco, complete with
shamrock shaped dance floor, fog
machines, rain lights, mirror balls, black
lights, and strobes making it one of the
area's finest night spots.

On the Go
by Ray Meeker
"The Boogie Man," O'Sullivans' disc
jockey, starts the disco off nightly at 9 to
the theme of "Close Encounters" with a
series of changing light patterns and
flashing strobes. Fog pours out over the
dance floor from the two fog machines
located above the dance floor, and
spotlights reflected on the- mirror balls
produce a starburst effect in the cloud of
white smoke. The well designed sound
system floods the dance floor with good,
clear sound while allowing normal conversation with One's date in the seating areas.
O'Sullivans, with its spacious interior
design, can handle up to 700 people comfortably, and as many as 150 patrons can
dance on the 2500-square-foot dance floor
at a time. Many tables on the terraced
levels around the dance floor provide a
nice view of the dancing area. Several
small, well furnished rooms offer a
quieter, more relaxed atmosphere for conversation and cocktails.
"The Boogie Man" runs the disco from a
glass encased sound booth which features

a 2000-watt power system and a light
board. The rain lights can be controlled
either manually by the D.J. or
automatically programmed through the
sound system. He also has complete control over the spotlights, mirror balls, black
lights, fog machines, and strobes to add to
the special effects created.
Waitresses are employed by O'Sullivans
even though self-service from the two bars
is much more popular with the young

crowd found there. For the daytime crowd,
O'Sullivans offers lunch beginning at 11:15
a.m. and dinner later in the evening. Mixed drinks at O'Sullivans are of above
average quality, and the draft beer is
among the coldest found in the area.
Cover charge is $1 for nonmembers Monday through Thursday and $3 for
nonmembers on weekends. Members are
charged $2 on Fridays and Saturdays. On
Monday nights O'Sullivans offers two

drinks for the price of one all night long.
Between 7:30 and- 9 on Tuesday nights
draft beer is only 5(, and mixed drinks are
only 25*. Wednesday night, otherwise
known as "Super Wednesday at
O'Sullivans," features special events including fashion shows and presentations of
"The Dating Game." Fridays and Satur:
days O'Sullivans rocks to the sounds of
"The Boogie Man" or to a live band, as it
will tonight.
Peaches and Herb, who currently have
the number-two single on the disco charts
called "Shake Your Groove Thing," will
appear at O'Sullivans tonight. The group
will be set up in the center of the shamrock
dance floor providing excellent visibility
for everyone in attendance. Their show
will begin at 10:15.
O'Sullivans does have a dress code
which is strictly enforced. Khakis, knit
pants, or dress jeans along with a collar
shirt will suffice. Faded jeans or sneakers
are definitely out. Many of the male
customers wear suits, although they are
not required.
The music at O'Sullivans is mostly today's top-of-the-chart disco songs. A
number of slow songs and a couple of
beach hits are mixed in to present an excellent variety of today's sounds.
To get to O'Sullivans, travel north on 1-85
until you reach the Welford exit (Route
29). Take this exit off 1-85 and follow the off
ramp to the right. Follow this road (Route
29), which passes under 1-26, until you
reach the second traffic light. There will
be a shopping mall at this light. Turn left
and travel approximately two miles.
O'Sullivans will be on the right. See you
there.

WANTED:
News Writers, Features Writers, Sports Writers, Photographers,

Regency Apartments
2 bedroom Townhouse *carpeted *drapes *color
co-ordinated kitchen with dishwasher *laundry
center *club house w°fireplace *pool *central
air, heat*$185up
654-1558 Clemson
Clubhouse available for private parties

4'<

SWRL
Clemson Shopping Center-Clemson

Exclusive Dealers In The Area Of The
Worlds Finest Raquetball Equipment.

Now Featuring These Specials
TllGSdilY Manacotti or Lasagna For Two, Antipasto Salad, Glass
of Wine, French Bread and Butter

/

WPflneSdcIV Spaghetti with Meatsauce, Mushrooms or Meatballs.
WslIS, French Bread and Butter, Tea, Coffee or Coke... .$<JOO
Th U rsd ay 9" Pizza Your Choice of Ingredient. Salad, Coffee,
TeaorCoke

102 North Clemson Avenue

*3
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Farmer's Hall remains historical legacy to area
By Jim Vaughan
Features Writer
At the annual spring meeting of the
Pendleton Farmer's Society on April 19,
1975, Presidential hopeful Jimmy Carter
first publicly announced his candidacy.
According to The Pendleton District
Historical and Recreation Commission,
Thomas Green Clemson first discussed his
intention of willing his property toward the
founding of a new university within the
walls of the Farmer's Hall.
These events among others qualified
Pendleton for entry in the National
Register of Historical Places in 1970.
•Many times when one hears the word
"history" a feeling of boredom is immediately experienced. Perhaps this is only a holdover from the days hwen a drabby, musty teacher from the Dark Ages
read out of a dry book, but history is often
exciting and interesting because it affects
lives everyday. The Pendleton Farmer's
Hall is very much related to Clemson area
residents because without it, this university might not exist.
The Pendleton Farmer's Society was
founded in 1815 to create a forum to discuss
scientific approaches to farming. Consequently, the Hall has been called "the
cradle of agricultural technology" for all
of the Southeast. The present building was
erected in 1826, only 30 years after South
Carolina was opened to white settlers. Us
29 charter members were the relatives and
contemporaries of Washington and Jefferson.
One of the oldest Farmer's Society
members in the United States, John
Calhoun, on Nov. 8,1827, made a motion at
a Society meeting to buy the old courthouse in the square at Pendleton. He was
a member for many years and president of
the organization in 1839-1840. His son Andrew and his son-in-law, Clemson, were
also presidents in 1868 and 1869.

Woodrow Wilson had been elected president.
The last time it was fired, however, was
in 1951 when it was spirited away during
the night on the eve of the ClemsonFurman football game. The cannon came
to rest on the Furman campus and roused
everyone for blocks around as someone
fired it. The cannon has been removed occasionally since, but today it is secured
more firmly.

THE PENDLETON FARMER'S HALL; located in the town square, and the cannon which
stands beside it are historically linked to Clemson University's origins.
The building itself was first intended to
be a courthouse; however, after a long
controversy concerning where to build, the
project was abandoned and the society
entered the picture. After buying the old
courthouse in 1826, the society acquired a
debt of several hundred dollars to repair
the dilapidated structure.
Since that time, the building has been used as a law office and a tailor shop and as
J. J. Duke's Ginger Pop Shop. Traveling
shows used to exhibit in the large hall
above, and a company of North Carolina
Indians once held a green corn dance there
to which they charged an admission fee. A
millinery shop was located there for a
time.

The rooms were used by a variety of
other businesses over the years. Legend
has it that a sun dial was given to Huger
when it helped liberate Lafayette from
prison. Affidavits ot lined for the society's history state that the sundial was
presented to a surveyor, who installed it
One of the society's more socially
concerned roles was its tenure as the local
"gaol."
Beside the building is a small cannon
which has a history all its own. A prized
possession of the town since 1861, the cannon was used as a distress signal on a
trading ship in the Civil War. It was last officially fired when word was received that

We've all heard the ancient adage that
"history repeats itself," but the paragon is
found in the Farmer's Hall float story.
The float, a replica of Farmer's Hall, was
made by students of Pendleton High
School under the direction of T.L. Hanna in
1914. A wagon and a team of mules, Maude
and Molly, pulled the float. Another model
was constructed in 1970 by students at TriCounty Technical College for South
Carolina's Tricentennial, though the float
was pulled by a combustion engine.
To keep us mindful of our American
heritage, the restaurant downstairs in the
society building reflects the era of 1825 in
its drapes and flowers. This nostalgic look
is the result of the efforts of Colonel Harold
Cornell, world traveler and master of the
culinary art, and Mrs. John Fulmer, who
has taught cake decorating in the Clemson
University continuing education program.
Their "international cuisine" features
everything from okra, lamb casserole,
Quiche Lorraine, and Circassian chicken
to exquisite "Texas caviar," or as some
call it, black-eye peas. Guests are recommended to make reservations in advance
to dine at the restaurant, which holds only
34 guests.
The hall has been the focal point of
Pendleton's history form its construction.
Surely it is the most historical legacy of
the town. Farmer's Hall is in the public
square of Pendleton, S.C., seven miles
from Clemson on S.C. 28.

Grant, scholarship applications announced
By Dave Elsea
Features Writer
Would you like to work in Europe this
summer? Or had you rather attend summer school in Spain? You might like to
stay in France for 10 weeks next fall.
These three travel study-work experiences are all available to students
through two student services and one
grant.
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For pizzas
and subs
as close
as your
phone

654-6990

American-European Student Services,
through the consent of governments of
some European countries, offers
American college students a chance to
learn the native way of life through jobs in
Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, and Denmark.
Jobs are available in construction,
forestry work, farm work, and hotel work.
Female students may also choose child
care work. Some positions requiring
specialized training are available to
qualified students. Enrollment is limited
in some programs.
Students receive room, board, and a
wage in return for work. Wages will be
scaled according to the European
economy. The labor ministries of the involved countries strictly control the working conditions. Write to AmericanEuropean Student Services, Box 70,
FL9493 Mauren, Lichtenstein (Europe) for
further details and application forms.
Canadian and U.S. students are eligible
to apply for a five-week summer study program in Spain. Classes meet five days per
week, with courses ranging from elementary Spanish to literature and culture.

Visits to Spanish landmarks and cities
are scheduled once or twice a week, and
optional side trips go to Paris, London, and
Rome.
Interested persons should write to Dr.
Doreste, Augustana College, Rock Island,
Illinois, 61201 as soon as possible for complete details.
A $600.00 scholarship in memory of the
late Howard L. Hunter, dean of the college
of arts and sciences, is awarded each year
to a Clemson undergraduate student who
is a qualified pianist and who agrees to
serve as accompanist for the University
Choral Organizations.
The scholarship stipend is $600.00, and
the recipient must have a GPR of 2.00 (a
predicted GPR in the case of entering
freshmen) and carry 12 hours of course
work each semester.
Auditions and interviews for the 19791980 academic year will be conducted on
March 13, 1979. Application blanks are
available in the department of music office
(717 Strode Tower) and must be returned
no later than March 1,1979.
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"The Michelin Grant for Undergraduate
Study in France" is being offered for the
second year. This $2000 scholarship is
awarded to the rising junior or senior
whom the selection committee of faculty
representatives and the Michelin Tire Corporation chooses from eligible applicants.
Any student who has been enrolled at
Clemson for three semesters prior to
receiving the grant, has earned at least 12
credit hours of French (including one conversation course on the 200 level), and has
an overall GPR of at least 3.0 is eligible for
the scholarship. Native speakers of the
French language are ineligible.
The grant must be used during the fall,
spring, or summer session of the academic
year for which it is awarded. The grant
recipient must take a minimum load of 9
semester hours credit and remain in
France for at least 10 weeks.
Applications are available in 201 Strode
Tower and must be returned by Feb. 20.
Selection of the grant recipient will be
made by March 16.
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'Fishing, my friend,
has gone to the dogs...'
The other day my good friend Barf
Whiplash and I were at the local bar andgrill considering the plight of being caught
up certain creeks in wire canoes, and the
subject somehow came around to fishing.

Loose Ends
By Charlie Davis
Trying to sound wise beyond his 20 and
three-quarter years, Barf began to ramble
on about how he wished he had $10,000 to
invest in fishing equipment and beer. I sat
quietly and sipped my Coke, every now
and then throwing in an "uh huh" or a
grunt just to let him know that I was still
listening even though my eyes were closed.
Finally he finished his rambling and just
sat there for a moment, his eyes rather
blurred. I assumed that the cause of his
discomfort was just gas and began to offer
my dissertation on the evils of big-time
fishing.
"Now Barf, you and I know that we are
both rather dedicated fishermen. But we
just don't see eye-to-eye on this spending
money business. I've researched this sport
of fishing, and I think you're all wrong.
Now you just sit back and have another
beer while I tell you a few facts. By the
way, how about grunting every now and
then so I'll know you're still with me."
Barf sat back and popped another suds
while his eyes were on the way to the back
of his head.
"Way back, when the caveman was the
smartest animal on this planet, the sport of
fishing was invented. It was a simple procedure. The caveman simply picked up a
boulder and threw it on top of an unsuspecting fish. What could be simpler?"
Barf grunted that he understood thus
far.
"There was no need to clean the fish
since he had knocked off all the scales and
half the meat with the rock. Scientists
believe that this is where the name "rock
fish" came from. "Rock fish" was pronounced in caveman language as
"UUUUUMMMPPPHH!" We use the
same word today when giving and receiving hernias. I'm sure that any caveman
would bear out the fact that the translation
is accurate.
"This was sport fishing at its simplest.
But back then it was called survival. Today, however, man has complicated this
once simple sport. As with other activities,
the minute they are converted from sur-

vival activities to leisure activities, man
changes them from cheap and simple to
costly and complicated as hell."
I apparently stirred Barfs emotions
with this statement, because he jumped up
from his chair and immediately fell down
oft his knees as if in deep humility.
Assured that Barf was thinking along
my line, I continued. "Fishing has gong to
the dogs," I added. "If a fisherman were
seen today standing on a riverbank in his
birthday suit throwing boulders into the
water, he would not only find his nudity
soon covered by a straight jacket, but he
would also probably receive a severe
lashing at the hands of the Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. After
the society got through with him, he might
get some treatment for the hernias that he
would surely have.
"Today's properly attired and well
equipped fisherman is worth about three
hundred bucks on the hoof. Throw in a
boat, motor, and trailer, and the figure
jumps to about three grand."
Barf, having made his way back into his
chair, nodded agreement and reached for
another beer but again fell out of his chair.
"Barf," I continued, "do you remember
when you and your pop used to take those
father-and-son fishing trips to the old pond
with nothing but a cane pole and a can of
worms? Now, father and son have separate
boats with 100 horsepower motors on the
backs. Each boat is equipped with stereo,
padded recliner seats, carpet, trolling
motors, inboard tackle boxes, two live
wells, and, to top it all off, a fish finder.
The poor fish don't stand a chance. They
can't even spend their honeymoon rolling
in the moss without 30 fishermen tuning in
on their scopes.
"Of course the big motors are a necessity. How else is a boat, which is filled with
13 tackle boxes, four rod and reel combinations, six bait buckets, and seven boxes of
Cracker Jacks, going to be moved across a
three acre pond at speeds in excess of 80
miles ah hour?"
At this point in my speech Barf passed
out, but I rambled on.
"I also question the necessity of all that
carpet that covers most of today's bass
boats. It seems like you could add a small
fireplace and a television and have quite a
nice portable living room. When the
fishing got slow, you could use the drain
plug as the hole and practice chip shots.
"The carpet also plays havoc on the
clumsy angler who knocks over a can of
worms while trying to pull in that lunker
limb that he so miraculously hooked on a
weedless hook. The worms have a tendency to disappear the moment they hit the

carpet, coming up only occasionally to
laugh at the idiot who turned them over."
Barf recovered enough to mumble the
word "fly" and swat at his face, which he
hit.
"I agree." I added. "Fly fishermen are
the greatest mystery of all. First of all, I
can't imagine why anyone would want to
fish for flies anyhow. Any idiot knows that
to catch flies all you have to do is get into
the lotus position with your hands tied
behind your back. By opening your mouth
and inhaling deeply you can catch loads of
flies, not to mention numerous gnats and
mosquitoes. However, this method often
leads to coughing and sneezing and should
be avoided by any person with a ticklish
face.
"Secondly, those fly fishermen are
always talking about using split bamboo
rods. Now really, these guys ought to be
able to afford rods that will last for awhile.
Even I have a rod that isn't split. It's
cracked in a few places, but it's definitely
not split. Maybe they know something I
don't.
"But, Barf, you know nothing can compare to the ice fisherman. What makes a
man want to brave sub-zero weather for
the sake of crawling around on some Godforsaken lake to cut holes in the ice and
drop in a frozen line? These men must
have married some awfully ugly women if
they can't stay home on those frigid days
when it's so cold that you have to thaw out
the bait before it will go on the hook.
"Ice fishermen stand out in a crowd, too.
They're the ones with no ears or noses and
are baby blue in tint. Their teeth chatter so
loudly that they're often mistaken for
tickertape machines and typewriters.
"But I guess the ice fishermen do serve a
useful purpose. They help break up the ice

by cutting hundreds of holes in the frozen
lakes. Without these poor souls the lakes
would be frozen right into July, which
would put us stream fishermen right out of
business."
At this point I decided that Barf had had
enough. He had crumpled into an incoherent stupor in the middle of the floor.
He looked pretty comfortable, so I just left
him there. Besides, I didn't have any use
for a drunk fisherman.

We will give Glemson students
10% discount
(with ID card)

Serving Fresh Donuts, Cookies, Pastries, Daily,
Coffee, Milk, Juice, Soft Drinks
Eat In or Take Out
Cakes For All Occasions
Custom Decorated By Jeff
Clemson-University Square Mall

on every photographic
accessory and supply.

BELVEDERE
ANDERSON,

SOUYH

PLAZA
CAROLINA

29621

PHONE 226-2422

8am-7pm Mon-Sat

Ph. 654-6827

Seneca-123 Bypass
Sam-9pm Mon-Sat
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Sealevel show
planned: real
southern rock
By Jim Stovall
Entertainment Editor
The Central Dance and Concert Committee of the University Union will present the
six man band Sealevel on Friday,
February 9 at 8:00. Local group Oconee
will also be appearing, and admission is
$2.00.
The main force of Sealevel comes from
what was probably the greatest of the
southern rock bands, the Allman Brothers
Band. The Allman Brothers combined
powerful rock and roll with twin lead
guitars and drummers to produce an improvisational sound that was a true synthesis of jazz, rock and the blues.
In the two years since tne dissolution of
the Allman Brothers and the formation of
Sealevel, the group has produced three
albums. The experimental debut album
Sealevel introduced the ensemble's new
sound in early 1977, followed in 1978 by
Cats on the Coast. Their most recent effort
is On the Edge, a distilation of the group's
wide experience and diverse styles.
CDCC Chairman Dave Lorick has also
announced that folk singer Bob Dylan has
cancelled his spring tour plans. Clemson
was one of the 42 concerts that Dylan
cancelled in this move. Lorick added that
the CDCC is looking for another act to
replace the Dylan show.
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IF WE HAD
A FEW MORE
TO WORK WITH
THISONE
WOULDN'T BE
SO DAMNED
IMPORTANT

Open Mon - Sat:
11 am - 10 pm
Sun 11 am - 8 pm
Phone 654-4060
Carry-out service only

Interviews in Placement Office
February 21,1979

located next to Bob's Exxon
on the Seneca Highway

We cook our own barbeque
pork and beef

Information Booth in Student Union
February 20,1979

Peace Corps
A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY
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arts / entertainment
Unusual photographs,
soft sculpture show opens
By Jim Stovall
Entertainment Editor
She was the daughter of a Fifth Avenue
fashion store owner, and she worked in the
glamorous world of fashion magazines and
fashion photography. Dianne Arbus led a
life that many would envy, but "she felt
that she had missed out in never having
come face-to-face with adversity in her
'safe' upper-middle-class adolescence,"
writes Margaret Weiss in Art News
Magazine.
Thirty photographs by Dianne Arbus
will be on exhibition in the Lee Hall gallery
in the College of Architecture beginning
Monday, Feb. 5. Also on display will be the
work of Deborah Frederick, "The Rainbow Nets."
Dianne Arbus found her real world
through photography. Her photographic
images are powerful, head-on confrontations with the rich, the poor, the average,
and the freak. "Photography tends to deal
with facts," Arbus once observed, and she
found what to her was the real and factual

on Coney Island, in nudist camps, in
Greenwich Village, and in scores of other
unusual locations and situations.
Art professor Deborah Frederick stated
about her fiber sculptures, "Each rainbow
net is a tube 10 feet in length knitted of
linen in variously tight and loose bands of
closely related hues. Seen together, the
nets span the spectrum. Aluminum ribs of
varying diameters are sewn into each net
to form hollow cylinders resembling fish
with open mouths.
"The elasticity of the knitting provides
variety and flexibility in the display. Some
of the nets are much narrower than others
and can be stretched and suspended inside
the wider forms. Variations grow from the
relationships on light and dark, warm and
cool, high and low, near and far, tight and
loose, thick and thin, and in and out."
The Lee Hall gallery is open 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Sundays.
The exhibitions are sponsored by the College of Architecture and the Clemson Architectural Foundation.

We're Still Looking.
The Tiger still needs people to write, draw, shoot pictures
and do various other things.

Mortar Board Presents

Miss Clemson Pageant
Tuesday, February 13

Photo by Da vies

"THE BURLESQUE DANCER:" one of the 30 arresting photographs on display in the
Lee Hall Gallery through Feb. 26.
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Who is P.D.Q. Bach? Concert set for Tuesday
By Jim Vaughan
Entertainment Writer
The local music scene will probably
never be the same again after Feb. 6, for
that's the night Professor Peter Schickele
will bring his insane and hilarious musical
spoof, "The Intimate P.D.Q. Bach", to Littlejohn Coliseum at 8 p.m.
This evening of musical madness has
been marked "the most original and satisfying of musical parodies around these
days" by Life Magazine. And the Omaha
World-Herald reports, "The audience
cried from the sheer joy of this impossible
and original attraction." With reviews like
these, one might take the risk and go see

this unlikely and unique concert program.
"P.D.Q. Bach" is a program of music,
reading, and slides guaranteed to tell you
more about P.D.Q. than you care to know.
Satirizing the classical music of the 20 sons
of the great Johann Sebastian Bach, many
of whom were far more famous than their
father, Professor Schickele's program brings to audiences the music of a heretofore
undiscovered (for reasons which will be
made clear to you) son. Consequently, he
proves that "a chip off the old block" is not
necessarily true. Certainly, in this case,
blood does not run thicker than water.
P.D.Q. Bach has been called, "A very,

very funny show-even for people who like
music but don't know why," by the New
York Times, adding to its already prized
reviews. Since its inception in 1965 in New
York, the program has included comments
on the life and times of P.D.Q. Bach, but
this show will be completely new. Infamous works such as "The Toot Suite for
Caliope, Four Hands," "Divers Aires,"
and "The Notebook for Betty-Sue Bach" (a
collection of simple piano pieces for simple
pianists) will be presented on this redletter day.
Adding to the menagerie of insanity is
the noted bargain - counter tenor, John

Ferrante, who has for some abstruse
reason been with the program since its
premiere. Even with all this, Professor
Schickele will also play and demonstrate
such unique and rare instruments as the
worm, the snake, the windbreaker, and the
unusual baroque calope.
Part of the Clemson University Concert
Series, "The Intimate P.D.Q. Bach" is
open to the public, admission by season
ticket, student activities card, or individual tickets which will be on sale at
Gate 5 for $3.00, or which may be picked up
in advance at the department of music office.

Sad Cafe debut album: talent with variety
"Misplaced Ideals" by Sad Cafe
A&M Records SP4737
"Misplaced Ideals," the debut album
from Sad Cafe, offers a diverse, refreshing

Off the Record
by Richard Brooks
sound from a brand new rock group, and
will hopefully be followed by more of the

same. This English band has a lot of potential for commercial success.
The record debuted at number 130 on the
Billboard LP chart last week, quite an accomplishment for a group's first album,
and has since climbed an impressive eight
places. One song from the record, "Run
Home Girl," has risen to 79th on the
singles chart in four weeks, and is receiving a lot of radio airtime.
The vocal harmonies on "Run Home
Girl," which are typical of the group's
style, are similar to those of Firefall,
another young, popular band. Also,
characteristic of Sad Cafe's musical sound

Little theatre
stages production
The Clemson Little Theatre will present
"I Never Sang for My Father" as the second production of the 1978-79 season at the
Central Cultural Center in Central Feb. 1-6
at 8 p.m. On Feb. 4 a matinee will be performed at 2:30 p.m.
"I never Sang for My Father," by
Robert Anderson, is the story of a warmhearted, generous son who is tourtured
by the realization that he dislikes his difficult, old father. After his mother's death,
the son makes every effort to come to
terms with the stubborn, selfish, old
gentleman.
Joe Merck plays the son, and Karl Kithill
is cast as the father. Others in the cast are
Margery Keys, Pat Cook, Margaret Sims,
Edward Shelsky, Saskia Hartman, Kevin
Flanagan, William MacDonough, and
Robert Hartman.

are the excellent guitar and keyboard
solos by Ashley Mulford and Vic Emerson.
The first two cuts from the album,
"Restless" and "Here Come the Clowns,"
are so jazz oriented that the listener
almost believes he has come across a jazzrock album. Both songs feature outstanding saxophone riffs by Lenny Zaksen.
Following "Run Home Girl," the album
takes a new direction toward rock and roll
with "Black Rose" and "I Believe." The
trend continues on the opening Cuts of the
second side with "Babylon" and
"Shellshock," then changes again to a
ballad type number called "Hungry Eyes"
which comes over very well.

Union schedules
spring events

Concert notes
By Jim Stovall
Entertainment Editor

Great Southeast Music Hail, Atlanta

Charlotte Coliseum

Feb. 2,3-Martin Mull
Feb. 16,17-J.J.Cale

Feb. 4-Heart, Firefall
Feb. 9-Teddy Pendergrass < tentative)
Feb. 14-Johnny Mathis
March 3-Chuck Mangione (tentative)
March 9-Kenny Rogers
March 10-The Lettermen
March 16-HarryChapin (tentative)

How To Get Tickets For Concerts
Charlotte Coliseum-No phone-in orders. Mail to 2700 E.
Independence Blvd., Charlotte, N.C. 28205. Money orders,
cashiers cheques only. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
Carolina Coliseum, Columbia-Phone orders for VISA or
Master Charge, 777-5113. Mail orders to box 11515, Columbia, S.C. 29211. Money orders or cashiers cheques only.
Omnl-Phone orders with major bank cards, 404/5779600. Omni ticket office, 100 Techwood Ave., Atlanta, Ga.
30303.
Fox Theatre-Phone orders with major bank cards,
404/881-1978. Checks or money orders, 660 Peachtree St.,
NE, Atlanta, Ga. 30308. Checks take longer.
Atlanta Civic Center, Symphony Hall, Agora Ballroom,
Great Southeast Music Hall-S.E.A.T.S. locations in Atlanta, Mail address same as the Omni.
Greenville Auditorium-Information, 803/242-6393. Box
10348, Greenville, S.C. 29603.
Greensboro Coliseum-Money orders, cashiers cheques
only, payable to event name. Enclose self addressed,
stamped envelope and 50* per order. 1921 W. Lee St.,
Greensboro, N.C. 27403.

Clemson
Feb. 9-SealeveI, Oconee-Tillman
Greenville Memorial Auditorium
Feb. 8-Parliament/Fundadelic
Feb. 15-Johnny Mathis
Feb. 16-StatlerBros.
Fox Theatre
Feb. 12,13-EngelbertHumperdink-$12,50, $10.00, $7.50
March 17-LizaMinelli-$lS.25
Omni, Greensboro
no concerts scheduled

SEVENTY DIFFERENT
CHEESES FROM
AROUND THE WORLD
IMPORTED BEER: Guiness
Stout, John Courage, St.
Pauli Girl, Bass, Beck.
WINES: Christian
Brothers, Ricasoli, B&G,
Kayser.

The Beansprout
Yogurts
Snack Mixes
Frozen Goodies
Come See Us Off Of College Ave., Behind the
Robin Hood Wool Shop.

334 College Ave.
AAon.-Frl. 10:00-5:30
Sat. 10:00-2:00
223 Pendleton Road • Clemson SC 29631
• 654-5282

Sad Cafe's diversity is again illustrated
by "I Feel Like Dying," a well done blues
tune. Lead singer Paul Young, who also
wrote the song, does a fine job on the vocal,
and the cut is further enhanced by a piano
solo. "On With the Show" concludes the
recording with improvisational type contributions from each member of the band.
The album is well worth a listen, and if
the group from England continues to put
out records as good as "Misplaced Ideals"
America will hear a great deal from Sad
Cafe in the future.
(Review copy of "Misplaced Ideals" by
Sad Cafe courtesy of WSBF.)

654-2795

By Beth Reese
Entertainment Writer
For those of us who are already wishing
May had arrived, the University Union has
several events planned which give
students the opportunity to temporarily
forget the pain and hassles of college life.
The Union has scheduled an ice skating
and shopping trip to the Omni in Atlanta
for Feb. 4, from 9:45 a.m. to 8 p.m. The
popularity of such weekend trips is evident
in the fact that the maximum 14 persons
have already signed up for this trip a full
week beforehand.
For those who would rather get away
from it all during the week, another tirp to
Atlanta is scheduled for Feb. 6. The Atlanta Hawks versus Boston basketball game
will be the destination for the trip.
The Outdoor Recreation Committee has
plans for the more adventuresome student. The committee has scheduled a
winter backpacking seminar for Feb. 8,
and a backpacking trip Feb. 9-11. The
seminar will include free instruction in all
areas of backpacking and various related
topics. Held from 6:30-9:30 p.m., the
seminar will take place in the Palmetto
Ballroom. There is unlimited enrollment
and no deadline for signing up<
Ice Water Springs and Camp at La Conte
in the Great Smokey Mountains is the site
of the backpacking trip. There is a $2.50
fee, and one's own equipment must be used. More information may be obtained at
the Union information desk.

PANTS & OR €TC.

3808
Clemson Blvd.
Anderson, S.C.
Ph. 224-8578

i

Levi,Snapfinger
Faded Glory,
Male, Blaze
Calvin Klein

Guys and Gals
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campus bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The deadline for all announcements to be placed In "Campus Bulletin" is 9 p.m. Tuesday night
(or the Friday publication.
A women's group dealing with the physical and
emotional aspects of a woman's sexual life will
be held Mondays from 3 to 4:15 p.m. beginning
Feb. 12. The group will be led by a nursing instructor and a counselor. For more information
or to sign up, call or come by the Counseling
Center, 200 Tillman, phone 2451.
Find out if you have study skills used by good
students. If not, join a study skills group. Call
2451 or come by the Counseling Center, 200
Tillman.

The Student Government Finance Committev.
will begin the 1979-1980 budget session on Feb 6.
The deadline for signing up for funding at the student government office is Feb. 1. Information
pertaining to funding has been sent to the advisors or presidents of all funded organizations.
Contact the student government office at 656-2195
for more details.

The Tae Kwon Do Club will meet at 7 p.m. each
Monday and Wednesday in Fike. All new
students are welcome.
I.E.E.E. will have its next meeting Monday,
Feb. 5, at 7:30 p.m. in 300 Riggs Hall. An
engineer from MOSTEK will cover the history of
telecommunications, including both analog and
digital circuitry. The program will also include
the design, production, and application of
various MOS products. Refreshments will be
served after the meeting. All ECE students are
welcome.
The French Club will meet every Wednesday
at 6 p.m. at the Language House. We should have
the picture for Taps taken Wednesday, Feb. 7.
Please come speak a little French with us.

The Society for the Advancement of Management will hold a meeting Tuesday, Feb. 6, in 301
Sirrine Hall. The meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m.,
and the guest speaker will be BUI Leeson, vice
president and regional director for Merrill
Lynch in Greenville.
Sigma Tau Epsilon will tutor those needing
help u, courses in liberal arts and sciences each
Monday from 7-8 p.m. in 415 Daniel.

Success in college requires not only motivation
and ambition but also the right strategy. This
can be learned in a new Counseling Center
group Call 2451 or come by 200 Tillman.

Alpha Phi Omega will return books and money
from their book exchange between 12 and 4 p.m
Feb. 6-10, in the APO lounge.

Meet yourself halfway; learn more about
understanding yourself and others. Learn to
know and like yourself better while gaining better skills in meeting and enjoying others. Join a
free personal growth group. For more information call 2451 or come by the Counseling Center,
200 Tillman.
The Karate Club offers instruction in selfdefense on Monday and Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
the Fike wrestling room. Join us and get your
kicks.

Hotline is standing by nightly from 8 p.m.-7
a.m. to assist you with questions and personal
problems you might have. If you need assistance
or information, contact us at 654-1040. We're
looking for a few good volunteers, and if you're
interested in helping your fellow student give us
a call.
ASPA will have its monthly meeting on Feb. 8,
at 7 p.m. in 104 Sirrine Hall. The speaker will be
Ron Davis, vice president of industrial relations
for Carolina Steel and a national vice president
of ASPA. All members are urged to attend.

The Baptist Student Union cordially invites the
public to hear Chris Elkins, a former Moonie,
speak Feb. 4, at 7 p.m. at the Baptist University
Center.
Clemson vs. USC this Saturday in Edgar's.
Watch the basketball game on the Big screen TV.
Ladies' game is at 4:30; men's game is at 7.
CLASSIFIEDS
Needed: summer staff-canoe and raft guides,
cooks, repair persons, bookkeeper. Full and
part-time from March through October. Must be
18 years old. Guides need first aid and
Whitewater experience. Contact Wildwater, Ltd
400 West Rd., Portsmouth, Va. 23707. Phone
804/397-6658.

Starting Feb. 2,1979
Taco Tico will be offering Pitchers of Cold Beer
at only $2.00 a pitcher
Free Tortilla Chips with every Pitcher of Cold Beer bought thru Feb.
llam-12pm Monday thru Thursday
llam-lpm Friday and Saturday
Ham-. 1pm Sunday

oAAA
"^r^>^
University Square Mall

Tuesdays only 4 lacos for one dollar

Clemson, S.C.
654-3360

Men! Women! Jobs available on cruise ships,
freighters. No experience. High Pay! See
Europe, Hawaii, Australia, South America.
Career Summer! Send $3.85 for information to
Seaworld Ca. Box 61035, Sacramento, Ca. 95860.
For sale: J250, little used violin with bow and
case. Selling for $80. Call A. D. Russell at 6545690.
For sale: Fender Quad-Reverb guitar amp.
Four 12-inch speakers, 2 channels, master gain,
etc. $400 or best offer! Call Mike at 654-5318.

Be a Bradley girl! Female model desired for
photographic study of the human form. Call 7284.
Found: Texas Instruments calculator on second floor of Lowry. 646-3838 between 5 and 8
p.m. to identify.
Found: Keys near Riggs Hall. Pick up in 109
Riggs.
Found: Money. Call 7330. Serious inquiries only. Must state amount and location of loss.

For sale: Minox-C automatic electronic
camera. Mint condition. Sells new for $250; asking $100. Call Vince Ducker at 656-3204.

Wanted: Bass player interested in playing in a
rock and blues band. Call George at 654-3062 or
Brad at 654-4427.

For sale or rent: Two bedroom, 10' x 50'
trailer. New Moon. Call Mark at 639-2954.

Need painting work done? Wide experience
and cheap rates. Call John Runyon at 654-4009
after8p.m.

For sale: Wooden building, used for firewood
stand, great for tool shed. Size: 8' x 8' x 4' $175
Call 654-3247.
Golf clubs for sale: Spaldlng Invitational irons
and Executive woods (3,4,5) with new grips.
Wilson putter and canvas bag. $70 for all. Call
Pete at 8431217 Cope.
Carpet sale: Perfect for dorm rooms. Green,
gold, white, and red. Will deliver. $15-$30. Call
654-6129 or 654-1974.
Skis for sale: Austrian (Blizzard) 195 cm with
LOOK GT step in bindings and ski poles. $120.00.
Call Peter at 656-3276 or 882-2150 (after 6 p.m.)

Want someone from outer space to fly into
your next event? Clcmson's Dixie Skydivers can
do this for you. (These guys look like they are
from the bar room scene in Star Wars!) For this"
service call Ed Elsea at 654-1386 or write Clemson's Dixie Skydivers, P.O. Box 5936, Clemson,
S.C. 29632. Attention president-Clemson's Dixie
Skydivers are a non-profit student organization.
PERSONALS
Rabbit Ray, Maybe you're somewhat talented
after all, even though you can't add. Too bad you
don't show some skill more often.

"WANT TO SPEND THIS SUMMER SAILING THE CARIBBEAN? THE
PACIFIC? EUROPE? CRUISING OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD
ABOARD SAILING OR POWER YACHTS? BOAT OWNERS NEED
CREWS! FOR FREE INFORMATION, SEND A 15' STAMP TO XANDU,
6833 SO. GESSNER, SUITE 661, HOUSTON, TX. 77036"

All AGO Champs and
Gator Bowl Champs
Ceramic and Glass Ware 25% Off
Mugs, Cups, Banks, Etc.

no coupon necessary

College Avenue

KODAK Color Enlargements

Order three,
one is free!

Stop in for complete
details, but hurry, this special offer ends March 14.

There's only
one thing
better than
sending food
to combat
world hunger.

nan

CAMPUS CAMERA
UNIV. SQ.

CLEMSON, S.C.

654-6900

□ anDDDnanDD D □ n

PPCEGORPS
One Part of ACTION

Sending you.
Food helps cure the symptoms.
You work directly on the
disease. Ignorance. Because
you're skilled in something
prized by everyone in the world.
Food production.
You go as a Peace Corps
Volunteer, with living expenses
and savings taken care of. And
you go where you're really
needed: to a country that has
asked for help in your
particular field.
For information contact:

Placement Office
prior to 2/20/79
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JUNIOR JOHN CAMPBELL (23) and ACC Player-of-tbe-Week sophomore Larry Nance (22) both fire up snots in Tuesday night's win over North Carolina State.

Photo by Gibson

The Tigers are for real, upset UNC, beat State
Beware of the Clemson Tigers. They are
for real. In two clutch victories over North
Carolina and North Carolina State, the
Tigers proved that they do belong in the
Atlantic Coast Conference.
In Saturday's win over the Tar Heels,
Clemson surprised everyone with the 66-61
verdict. The game was won with an incredibly tight man-to-man defense and a
consistent offense that got a basket when a
score was needed.
Late in the contest, UNC took a one-point
advantage; but the Tigers, without reservation, simply took the lead away and canned some important free throws to chalk
up conference win number two. When

Trailing the
Tiger

oo^
Carolina came in, the Heels were ranked
number two in the country. They left shaking their heads about a loss they did not expect.
"On paper, there is no way we should
have beaten them, but that is what makes

this game so interesting," Clemson coach
Bill Foster commented after the upset win.
Tar Heel coach Dean Smith stated that
Clemson "is an excellent team."
Smith also admitted that UNC is not the
same team without the services of star
junior forward Mike O'Koren. "We played
O'Koren as a driver," Foster said. "We
were giving him the outside shot if he
wanted it." Playing O'Koren as a driver to
the basket allowed the Tiger defense to
pick up four offensive charging fouls on the
Carolina star.
Larry "Cornbread" Nance, in the mold
of a former Bill Foster student, UNCCharlotte star Cedric "Cornbread" Maxwell, has developed into a force for the
Clemson front line. Nance brought the
crowd i to its feet with a marvelous slamdunk in the first half during a Tiger scoring spurt.
At times during the game, Clemson just
outhustled the usually aggressive Tar
Heels. Several times scrambles developed
that ended with Clemson putting the ball in
the hoop.
But in the final analysis, as Coach Foster
put it, the UNC game was "a heckuva
win."
"This game was the same story on a different night," Foster stated after a Tuesday night 85-72 win over the NC State
Wolfpack. "Our defense was good, and I
was very proud of our rebounding," the
Clemson head mentor commented. Clemson won the battle of the boards against
State by a total of 13 caroms. (Clemson, 43
rebounds-State, 31) "The offensive execution was good; our delay game was
especially good. We are nine for nine in
wins with the delay game, and I don't hear
any more boos because of the success we

have had with it," Foster explained.
Foster cited Bobby Conrad, Derrick
Johnson, and Larry Nance, even though he
added that it is "hard to keep Larry in the
game." Nance has the tendency to get in
early foul trouble.
For NC State, the loss to the Tigers was
just another in a long line of disappointments. Coach Norman Sloan admitted that
the frequent defeats were "starting to eat
away at the team, and they are all a little
edgy. But that all comes with losing." The
bright spot for the Pack was a masterful
performance by junior forward Charles
"Hawkeye" Whitney. All night long
Whitney was practically impossible to
stop. He ended his night's work with 43
points, (18 of 31 field goals, 7 of 12 from the
line), a new Littlejohn Coliseum individual
scoring record for a single game. The
previous standard was held by four
players who were tied with 38 points.
Sloan indicated after the game that State
might change its offense to revolve around
the talented Whitney, since he provided
the Pack with most of their offense. The
State mentor also said of Whitney, "He is
fantastic, and there is not a better player
in the league." He might be debated on
that point.
About the Clemson game Sloan stated,
"We were not in this game. This is the first
game all year that we have been soundly
beaten."
Once more the final quote from Foster is
worth repeating: "It was a heckuva win."
Two interesting sidelights to the Tiger
victories were the appearances of two
players that had not seen much action in
January. Senior David Poole came into the
UNC game for Marvin Dickerson and sank
two free-throws to help the Tigers main-

tain a lead over the Heels. In the State
game, senior Greg Coles came off the
bench to a loud ovation to hit four freethrows to help ice the victory.
"I am pleased with the way we are
handling propserity," Foster mentioned
after the State game. "We have already
won more than we were supposed to."
Clemson now stands at 13-5 overall and
3-4 in the Atlantic Coast Conference. The
Tigers have already equaled last season's
conference win total. The win column most
likely will get bigger before the ACC tournament is over. With each win comes improvement and confidence, a type of confidence that can be seen directly on the
court.
Saturday Clemson faces yet another
challenge. This one comes from the
neighbors to the south in Columbia. USC
will invade Littlejohn Saturday night with
a team that has been changed as much as
bedsheets in a hospital since the Tigers
faced them in early December. That one
ended in a five-point Tiger win.
The Gamecocks now have former Furman center Jim Strickland playing in the
post area and Zam Fredrick, a unheralded
but dangerous guard, adding to the offensive punch. USC lost only by nine points to
Notre Dame at South Bend, and the
Gamecocks like the Tigers, have played
some inspired basketball as of late.
This is always an important game, no
matter about the records, and it usually
resembles, a conference game. It is
definitely not a breather for the streaking
Tigers.
Next Wednesday Clemson faces a
rematch with the Wake Forest Demon
Deacons in Greensboro. The road does not
get any easier to travel in February.
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sports
Lady Tigers still battling a wave of injuries
By Susan Glover
Sports Writer
"Up and down" is how Lady Tiger
basketball Coach Annie Tribble described
her team's recent play. The Lady Tigers
were definitely "up" Saturday night when
they handily defeated ACC opponent North
Carolina 91-63. They did this despite losing
sophomore forward Cissy Bristol to a knee
injury early in the game. Bristol is expected to be out about four or five weeks.
Coach Tribble said that losing Bristol who
averages 16 points a game, "takes a big
hunk out of our team." The Tiger leader
praised sophomore forward Debra Buford
saying that she "has a lot of talent, but that
she needs to get more consistent with her
shooting." Coach Tribble also commented

that freshman guard Jenny Lyerly "did an
excellent job," and that the Lady Tigers
were looking for her to pick up some of the
slack caused by injury losses. Despite getting into early foul trouble junior guard
Bobbie Mims was high scorer with 25
points. Mims only played 29 minutes
because of fouls and fouled out with four
minutes in the game. Tribble said that
"Mims is doing an outstanding job, but she
will have to become more offensive."
Spirits were down Tuesday night when
the Lady Tigers lost 69-60 to once beaten
South Carolina State. Coach Tribble said
that her Lady Tigers "had chances to win.
We could have made some adjustments;
we didn't make. We were lucky to lose by
only 9 points considering our shooting."

Women vs
South Carolina
at 4:45 p.m.

The Lady Tigers only shot 32 per cent in
the second half of that game.
Saturday, the Lady Tigers take on the
Lady Gamecocks of the University of
South Carolina. The Lady Tigers were
defeated 77-60 in Columbia earlier in the
season. Coach Tribble said that "We know
they are coming in with an extremely tall
team. Four of them are over six feet and
all four are excellent shooters and rebounders." "It would be a tremendous win
if we could beat USC." The Lady Tigers
will be playing , without starters Cissy
Bristol, Gretchen Becker, and Debbi Hammond, but Coach Tribble stated that the
Lady Tigers are going to "Reach back and
pull up what we had against North
Carolina State. We're not going to throw in

Basketball Saturday
Gates open at 4 p.m.

the towel. If we can find the right combination it will be a tremendous win." This
rematch takes place at 4:45 in Littlejohn
Coliseum.
After the USC contest the Lady Tigers
travel to Durham, N.C. to take ACC conference foe Duke. This is the last conference game and a win would tie the
Tigers for first place with North Carolina
State and Maryland. If a tie should ocgur
first place seed in the ACC tournament
would be decided with a coin flip. The tournament takes place in Raleigh, N.C. on
February 8,9, and 10. The Lady Tigers are
hoping that Gretchen Becker will be back
for the tourney and that Drema Greer
who sprained an ankle during the North
Carolina game will be back up to par.

Men vs
South Carolina
at 7 p.m.

Shoes
odictas
2921N. Main St., Anderson
(225-0078)

END OF THE MONTH
Closeout Sale begins
Special Saving 1&%-50% off
Show this ad
to the salesman before purchase
and get a $10 rebate on any

® KENWOOD
^^

STEREO
COMPONENTS

1702 LAURENS RD.

229-5995

232-6335

Men's Dragon
Men's Nite Jogger
Men's Hawaii
Men's Riviera
Shooting Star Basketball Shoes

NOW WAS
$14.95 $19.95
19.95 29.95
11.95 18.95
19.95 31.00
9.99 14.00

J5^
$17.95
19.95

$26.95
26.95

Men's "The Clyde" Basketball Shoe $19.95
Men's Roadrunner
12.95
Men's Leather Tennis Starstream
19.95
Ladies' Tennis Starlite
19.95

$26.95
26.95
24.95
24.95

Men's Roadrunner
Ladies' Senorita Cortez

PUMA

OTHER FAMOUS BRANDS
Tred 2 Men's Leather Tennis Shoe $19.95
Bata Men's Polymatch Canvas Shoe 7.95
Asahi Men's Tennis Shoe
19.95
Asahi Ladies Tennis Shoe
19.95
Tretorn Men's Tennis Shoe
17.50
16.95
Tretorn Ladies Tennis Shoe

$24.95
15.65
27.85
27.85
22.50
21.95

the £**

tiger WF
sports shop
THE MAD ARAB
SAYS:
"DON'T PASS UP
THIS OPPORTUNITY
FOR SOME TERRIFIC BUYS!!!
YOU WON'T REGRET
IT!"

CLOTHING

1/3 OFF All Orange Sweaters
Vz OFF Orange and White Clemson Rugby Shirts
1/3 OFF One Rack Short Sleeve Clemson Shirts
30% OFF All Orange Jackets by Don Alleson

WINNING WAYS WARM-UPS AND SKI JACKETS
30. OFF All Warm-Ups by Winning Ways, Inc.
20% OFF All Ski Jackets by Winning Ways, Inc.

We Service What We Sell
Four locations to serve you
Greenwood
Greenville
Spartanburg
421 S. MAIN ST

Limited Selection

HWY 29 S.

574-2466

J
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Student body president takes a dive for Clemson
The Clemson swimming team features
two divers. One of the divers is better
known for his accomplishments outside
the diving tank. This individual is Student
Body President Mike Ozburn.
The senior diver lettered in swimming
as well as track and gymnastics while in
high school, but football was his primary
sport. "I was a defensive back in high
school. My football coach was also the
swimming coach, and he talked me into
coming out. But, swimming was secondary to football," said Ozburn.
Swimming did become important to
Mike. Only having to pay entrance fees as
a last step before enrolling at the University of Georgia, the Athens native learned
that Georgia was not hiring a diving coach.

Tiger Close-Up
by Bill Pepper
Following a discussion with a friend, Mike
visited Clemson and talked with thenswimming coach Carl McHugh.
Mike was "impressed with Clemson,
especially the school spirit and the size of
the school. I had been attending Clemson
for two weeks before they (Georgia) knew
I was gone." Mike already had a spot on
the Georgia swimming team and a room in
a dorm with the other swimmers. The

Clarke Central High School product came
to Clemson as a walk-on swimmer.
The senior diver stated that he does not
have any regrets about the choice and added, "Clemson is a pretty good place to go to
school." At Clemson, Mike continued to
serve in student government. Student body
president of his junior and senior high
schools, he is nearing the end of his term
as Clemson student body president.
"Diving, although it is the most minor of
all minor sports, requires a lot of upper
body strength," Mike commented. To stay
in shape when not in actual competition,
Mike dives and runs a great deal. "I've
always been pretty athletically oriented.
To stay fit, I lift weights, do sit-ups, and
run three to five days a week," the senior
poultry science major stated.
Mike is uncertain about future diving
competition after graduation. "I won't kid
myself by thinking that I'm good enough to
stay active in competition. I may enter
AAU (Amateur Athletic Union) competition around Athens, but I .would like to
coach young divers. I'll probably just sit
around and slowly get old and fat."
In addition to his intercollegiate diving,

Mike has aided the Coast Guard in testing
new suits designed to help divers prevent
hypothermia (rapid loss of body heat). The
tests were performed at the end of last
year and through the summer. Mike explained, "The purpose of the tests was not
only to determine the amount of protection
that the suits provide in cold water but also
the ease with which a diver could put the
suit on in the frigid water and the flexibility a diver has while wearing the suit."
The tests involved having the participants sit in water which ranged in
temperature from 49° to 53° F. Mike was in
the water for about three hours during
each experimental session. He described
the water as "super cold." "The intense
cold caused my metabolic rate to triple,
which was really exhausting," said Ozburn. Each participant's vital signs were
closely monitored by a computer. Electrodes were attached to various parts of
the body to measure skin temperature and
provide EKG readings, but body core
temperature was the primary concern.
The student body president is not particularly pleased with his performance
this year. "I've been sick this year, and it

SUBSCRIBE TO

has been very frustrating for me," he commented.
In addition to his athletic endeavors,
Mike is active in a number of campus activities. As well as serving as student body
president, he is a member of Blue Key (an
honor fraternity) and Kappa Alpha and is
the treasurer of Tiger Brotherhood. With
classes and student government, there
isn't much time left over," he said. The
Athens native stated that he enjoys his
duties in student government. "I get a
great deal of satisfaction from serving
people. I enjoy the responsibilities that go
with the job," he added.
As for any future political endeavors, the
senior did not rule out the possibility of
seeking an elective office, but he stressed," I don't think I'd enjoy smiling and
shaking hands all the time."
The National Merit Scholarship winner
plans to attend law school and will probably go to the University of Georgia
School of Law. Originally, Mike had hoped
to enter veterinary school, but he decided
against it because he "wanted to be in a
profession in which I could voice opinions
and use reasoning.''
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Grapplers edge Colgate, gaining momentum
By Chuck Barton
Sports Writer
Relying on the strength of the upper
weight classes, the Clemson wrestling
team defeated Colgate 25-21 last Saturday
night. The Tigers took three of the last four
matches to claim the narrow victory. The
win lifts Clemson's record to 6-2-1 in the
season.
Assistant Coach Chuck Coryea considers
the Tigers' record outstanding because of
the number of injuries the team has encountered. "Our record is amazing considering the injuries we have had. We have
forfeited almost one weight class per
match," commented Coryea. Saturday
was no exception, as Clemson gave Col-

gate six points when they forfeited the
heavyweight division.
However, Brad Perry, pinned his opponent to offset the forfeit. Perry's pin came
when the match was only 34 seconds old,
which is the second fastest pin in the
history of Clemson wrestling. Perry, a
fresman, has recorded nine pins already
this year, and he is only three pins short of
the Clemson season record of 12.
Other winners for the Tigers included
Paul Borrelli, George Pireston, Tim Dean,
Noel Loban, and Steve Banach. Dean and
Loban both claimed major decisions over
their opponent.
Heavyweight Alan Tanner has been
named as a mid-season Ail-American.

Tanner, who has beaten three ranked
wrestlers already this season, is the first
Clemson grappler ever to receive such an
honor.
This weekend the Tigers travel to Lexington, Kentucky, to take on the University
of Kentucky and Toledo University. Coryea sees neither team as much of a threat
to the Tigers' record. Instead, they are
mainly warm-ups for the ACC tournament
which will be held on February 23 and 24 in
Clemson. February 10, Clemson will host
Furman, South Carolina State, and Appalachian State in a quadrangular meet.
Coach Coryea believes the conference
championship will be a three horse race
between Clemson, North Carolina, and

North Carolina State. The Tigers will
wrestle the Wolfpack on February 17, in
Clemson. Coryea terms this match the biggest dual match of the year for the team.
Heading into the conference championship, Clemson has five wrestlers who will
probably be seated first in their division.
Coryea would like to see a big crowd present for the ACC championship. "We have
a lot of freshmen and sophomores on the
team. A large crowd cheering for them
could make a difference," stated Coryea.
First round matches will begin on Friday,
February 23, at 1 p.m. in Littlejohn Col-"
iseum. The championship finals will begin
at 3 p.m. on February 24.

Fencers have successful road encounters
By Tommy Smith
Sports Writer
Clemson Tiger fencing worked as a solid
team unit to gain its most successful road
trip in Clemson history. The Tigers came
away with seven wins and one loss during
their journey north through Boston,
Philadelphia, Annapolis, and Princeton as
they broke the most wins in a season for a
Clemson fencing team with 12.
This is not the only record that was
broken. Jim Heck topped his record of
most total wins in a season with an unprecedented 32-4 mark.
The Tigers came away with victories
over non-mediocre teams such as ninth

ranked Navy, thirteenth Princeton, and
fifteenth William Patterson and lost only
to second ranked Pennsylvania. Coach
Charlie Poteat said of the trip, "The main
thing was how long the trip was and the
caliber of teams we played. If you travel
2,500 miles and still win, it is great."
He said of the Princeton meet, "I was
really proud they did so well, because we
were really tired by that meet. Princeton
had defeated Navy at home, and Navy is
one of the toughest teams to beat at
home."
Poteat mentioned the fact that every
parent of members of the starting team
was present at the Princeton and William
Patterson meet. In fact, said Poteat, there

TIGERS BITE SITE

were grandparents, uncles, and aunts
cheering them on. More Clemson backers
than home team supporters were there to
see the fourth ranked Tigers through a
crucial victory.
Poteat said of his team, "I've been fencing for 11 years and have never seen a better nine-man team than we have now." He
also said that this was the closest unit of
guys he has ever seen. Maybe this can account for the team's success which is
reflected in a 12-1 team record. The Tigers
also lay claim to an individual win record
of almost two to one by beating their opponents 228 to 123.
Coach Poteat said that if his team gets
out in front of its opponent, nobody can

beat them. Right now the Tigers are out in
front of any ACC team and should capture
the crown with the only hindrance being
Maryland. "We're after the ACC championship first; then we'll try to improve
our national ranking," said Poteat.
Asked why he scheduled so many meets
away this year, Poteat commented, "I
scheduled more meets this year to give the
guys experience against good fencers so
we can walk all over everybody else."
So far this strategy has worked in more
ways than one.The Tigers have not onlygained the experience they need against
quality fencers, but they have also come
away victors over them.
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114 College Avenue

Delivery Service
5:00P.M.-10:00P.M.

654-4355
Now Serving Hot Lunches

<s\v lourpcivS
Monday and Tuesday Night

Budweiser Draught
25V12oz. glass

From 11:00 A.M.-2:00 P.M.
Meat, Vegetables, and Desert

NOW SERVING ICE CREAM
No Need To Wait For Your Lunch-Just Call Us and Place Your Order
and We Will Have It Waiting For You When You Come In.

University Square Mini Mall
Student I.D. Required
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Cohort happy with progress of indoor tracksters
By John Shores
Sports Writer
The Clemson indoor track team has
opened its season with two solid performances in two separate meets. At the
first meet of the year, the East Tennessee
Invitational held at Knoxville, the Tigers
placed third. This competition proved to be
a tune-up after the Christmas break. Most
of the team returned from vacation in good
condition which contributed to their good
showing.
In the meet, three school records were
broken. In the Friday trials, the mile relay
team of Steve Davis, Desai Williams, Ray
Daily, and Eric Rucker set a school mark
of three minutes 18.3 seconds. This was the
school record for just a day because on

three minutes 17.5 seconds mark. In other
events, Billy Stewart a member of Clemson's ACC Champion Cross Country team,
set the third school mark in the individual
two-mile with an eight minutes 53.3
seconds run. Scott Haack, also a member
of the cross country champions, finished
fourth in the two-mile with a time of nine
minutes seven seconds. Also of note, Fred
Worthy placed third in meet's high jump
event with a leap of six feet eight inches.
He had several close misses at six feet 10
inches. Coach Sam Colson felt that this
was extremely good for this early in the
season. Also, coming along well is
freshman Billy Day, who posted a oneminute 13 seconds time for the individual
600.

The second competition for the team was
the All-Comers Meet at the University of
Tennessee at Knoxville. As Colson stated,
"We're, again, turning in some good performances." The Tiger mile relay team of
Daily, Williams, Davis, and Rucker won
their event with a time of three minutes 24
seconds flat. In the high jump. Fred Worthy finished third with a jump of six feet
six inches. Desmond Walcott placed fourth
in the triple jump with an effort of 45 feet
seven inches. The team had several winners in the All-Comers meet. Jack Sease
won the 60 yard high hurdles by posting a
time of 7.61 seconds. Ed Vinczes was the
winner in the 60 yard dash with a time of
6.51 seconds. The Tiger indoorsmen placed

four in the top five in the 880, including
the winner, Bob Mason. Billy Day won the
600 while finishing with a time of 1 minute
16.3 seconds.
Colson and the team had gone to Knoxville with hopes of breaking some more
school records. The times, though, were
relatively slower than the week before due
to the conditions of the track. The indoor
facility boasted a short, flat track with
tight turns. "We ran well, but the times
don't indicate that. A better indication of
how well we ran is that we finished ahead
of some top athletes," Colson said.
"There are quality people in every event.
There are no major holes. We have people
who can place in all the competition's
events."

Both swimming teams left in States's wake

By Mark Jennings
Sports Writer
Last Friday the Tiger swimming squads
met the N.C. State Wolfpack, otherwise
known as perennial national power and
ACC champions. The Pack totally overwhelmed the Tigers by a score of 72-38
while the Clemson women were beaten 9121.
As bad as the score was, Coach Bob
Boettner did see several bright spots. One
thing that hampered the Tigers' effort was
the fact that the flu kept eight top performers out of action.
In the meet, Boettner was particularly
pleased with the breastroke, 200 meter
freestyle, and the butterfly medley events.
. Individually, both Pete Barkas and

on qualifying his top swimmers for the nationals. Presently, six individuals and all
three relay teams have qualified. As for
the outcome of the conference meet, NC
State is a shoo-in for the top spot. UNC
looks to be the top contender for second
and Clemson has the inside track on third
place. Duke and Maryland may be capable
of challenging the Tigers for that third
position.
Saturday afternoon at Fike, the Tigers
will take on rival South Carolina in an important match. This meet provides the opportunity for the Tigers to redeem
themselves and see just how they match
up against another swimming national
power. South Carolina consistently fields a
strong squad, and they will be one of the

Mark Bertz put out their fine efforts.
Because of the flu which reached epidemic
proportions, the Tigers did not possess any
considerable amount of depth. And Clemson suffered in the distance events.
In the womens' events, the Wolfpack
completely controlled the meet. However,
several Tigers did churn out respectable
times; Ail-American Janet Ellison, Debbie
Daigout, Sharon McKellenburg, and
freshman Meg Jordan led the Lady Tigers.
Commented Boettner, "the girls are doing
a fine job and we have had six girls to
qualify for the nationals already. Hopefully, we can get a few more before the
season is over."
With the men's ACC meet three weeks
away, Boettner is placing much emphasis

top teams Clemson faces this year. Coach
Boettner foresees an intense encounter.
"It will take our best effort of the year so
far to beat them. They beat UNC, and UNC
defeated us, so it will certainly be a tough
meet and firm support could be important.
This is a crucial time for the Tigers. So
far this year the Tigers have not fared well
against the stronger teams. People like
Rich Bader, Pete Barkas, Tom Wirth, and
Keith Emery have been the Tigers top performers all year long, and it will be up to
them to deliver the quality efforts needed
in the future. The outcome of the USC meet
will say a lot about the caliber and potential for this year's squad. The jury is still
out, however, it will reach a decision
Saturday.
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DISCO
With Tommy, D.M., Our Resident Disco Magician
Wednesday

Happy Hour All Night

Thursday

Hourly Keg Bash (9-io-iip.m.)
Happy Hour at Beer Bar

($1.00 Cover)
($1.00 Cover)
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